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NICE CATCH

•

PEOPLE GETTING REAL

San Diego cast members
know how to kick it.

Second half in Colurnbja shows Moffett and
receivers are on the same page - SEE SPORTS, B1

- SEE NEWS, A2
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Car accident proves fat;alfor UCF'student and two passengers
ASHLEY BURNS

Turnbull Drive. Garcia, 18, was
enrolled at UCF.
Garcia's boyfriend, Christo- ·
Tragedy struck a Central pher Rodriguez, who was
Florida family Monday as three enrolled at UCF last summer,
teenagers were killed in a car al1d Elizabeth Magierski were
accident on South Semoran also killed in the accident.
Boulevard.
Another passenger, 19-year-old
Two passengers and driver · Wilfredo Perez, made it out of
Jessica Garcia were killed when the accident alive.
her Toyota Camry flipped over .
For reasons unknown, Garcia
into a water-filled ditch after col- lostffontrol of her vehicle as she
liding with a motorcycle near was traveling in the left thru lane
Managing Editor

•
•

•
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and struck Kevin Hom's Suzuki
motorcycle in the middle thru
lane. Hom was thrown from his
Garcia
motorcycle · when
attempted to correct her car's
path after the Camry struck a
grass median but ended up hitting Hom. Garcia and Magierski
were pronounced dead at the
scene and Rodriguez died from
his injuries after being transported to Florida Hospital East. Hom
was sent to Orlando Regional

Medical Center where he was still unknown as of yesterday.
treated for abrasions and possi- Alcohol has not been ruled out.
Three ofthe Camry's passenble broken bones, according to
the Orlando.Police Department gers, including Garcia, were
wearing their seatbelts at the
traffic homicide event log.
OPD and Orlando Fire Res- time of the crash. According to
cue pulled the three bodies from the event log, Rodriguez was
the retention canal upon arrival not. Hom was wearing his heland attempted cardiopulmonary . met when he was ejected .from
resuscitation to no avail
his motorcycle.
Monday's accident brings
Charges are pending though
none have been filed as of yet. Orlando's traffic homicide toll to
Reasons for the accident were 4lin2005.

Traffic tragedy
Fatalities rise on the road
ry1onday night's accident
near Semoran Blvd. and
Turnbow Dr. raised the
total number of traffic
homicides in Orlando this
year to 41.
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Underage
beware!
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Police aim to curb
illegal consumption
TARA O'KEEFFE
Contributing Writer

Students looking forward to a pre-game
cold one may reconsider when faced with
UCF's latest efforts to stamp out underage
drinking.
Local police and state law enforcement routinely
patrol the surrounding parking lots at the Citrus Bowl
in search of minors consuming alcohol. This season, the
UCF Police Department will be stepping up their patrols,
·
according to Sgt. Troy Williamson.
Home-game veterans are well aware of the tactics. A fannY
pack doesn't signal tourist alert. It is the tell-tale sign of an Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco agent.
•
ABT is a state agency responsible for the enforcement of the laws and
regulations of the alcoholic beverage and tobacco industries. Commonly

. . ....ome games this year.
· no\1oes a."
force strict tailgating r
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Ophelia nagging Florida's coast

,. · ,Winds increasing
but tropical storm
•
heading out to sea

..

•

...

PLEASE SEE

coast and Central Florida and
will last through noon today. In
addition, a tropical storm
warning is in effect for North. ern Florida and southeastern
Georgia from 7 a.m. tomorrow
through the afternoon.
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor
According to the NOAA,
Ophelia's winds could increase
Tropical Storm Ophelia to almost 70 mph, which is the
continued to make its way maximum speed for a tropical
across the east coast of Florida
and will continue to affect
many areas of centr.a l and
northern Florida throughout,
today and tomorrow, according
to reports and advisories from
· the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Agency.
As of 5 p.m. yesterday,
Ophelia had increased in intensity slightly . from its early
approach towards Florida and
maintained a steady path along
the coast of Florida. In the
NOA.A's last advisory of the
day, areas· south of ·cocoa
Beach were no longer under
Tropical Storm Watch.
.
The center of the storm
.took a late turn that kept the
fiercest components away
from land. Despite its slow 3
mph path over the Atlantic
Ocean, Ophelia's outer rain and
wind bands, which reached as
high as 50 mph yesterday, have
still been affecting most of the
state.
As of ll a.m. yesterday, a
tropical storm watch was
issued for most of the eastern

storm. Rainfall should remain
between 3 to 5 inches, but could
reach upwards of 8 inches in
some areas of Northern and ·
Central Florida
Ophelia's path currently has
the storm heading to the northeast with the center passing
Florida and heading back out
into the Atlantic by early Saturday aft~moon.

Bah8in11S

•

SOURCE: NOAA
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Engineers taking students for a free ride
Automotive club
to hold 'UCF Day'
with hopes of
gaining recruits
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

The UCF Society of Automotive Engineers wants students to get into the organization's cars, drive recklessly
and, with luck, flip a few over.
This Saturday from 10 a.m.
until the sun goes down, SAE
is opening its garage for a UCF
Day, where any UCF student
who wants to can take a test
drive in one of the group's
Baja cars.
The purpose of UCF Day is
- to open up campus awareness
to the organization's purpose
and its involvement with
organized racing and automotive engineering.
"UCF Day is an add-on to
what we used to do as 'SGA
Day,' when we'd invite student
government senators and officials out to drive the Baja cars
to show our appreciation/'
Eric Schwartz, SAE member,
said.
"We wanted to do it in the
past - and never had the
chance to do it - expand the
club out to the entire school,
not just engineering students."

1

COURTESY SAE

The UCF·Society of Automotive Engineers will offer free rides in their Baja cars, seen here at
a monster truck show in February, this Saturday with its inaugural"UCF Day."

SAE hopes UCF Day will
help them recruit non-engineering students to the program. The members hope to
gain the interest of studentswho are creative and can offer
a little extra flair to the Baja
cars.
"We want business students and art students to help
with the creation of the car
because when we work in the
real world you're going to
have to work with those different disciplines," Schwartz
said.

The members of SAE have
taken their recruitment to the
street all week, handing out
flyers, with the hopes of m~
ing the event successful by
drawing a large crowd.
"We wanted the best way,
besides ~etting up a table outside the Student Union, and
that would be doing a UCF
Day and invite the entire
school," Schwartz said. ·~ny
UCF student can come and
drive the cars and get a ch~ce
PLEASE SEE

SOCIETY ON A6

AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

SGA serves students free lunch
The Student Government
Association invites 100 students to attend a free lunch
· from 11 a.m until 1 p.m. today at
the Marketplace for a meetand- greet with SGA'.s top leaders.
SGA officials invite students
to become acquainted with its
leadership and voice any concerns, ask questions, and make
connections.

Election season returns
Students hoping to claim a
seat on UCF's Student Government Association's 38th Stu-'
dent Senate may stop by Student Union Room 214 from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. until next
Wednesday to pick up the necessary declaration of candidacy
paperwork
Candidates must collect 50
·signatures from other students
within their college in order to
have their name placed on the
ballet Once the SGA hopefuls
collect the needed signatures,
they have until 5 p.m Wednesday to submit the paperwork to
the SGA office in the Student
Union Room 214.
For more information on
SGA Senate elections, please
contact Leah Walker at 407-8233820.
.

Late Knights of fun
The Office of Student
Involvement invites all students
to attend Late Knights, starting
at 9 p.m. tomorrow and ending
2 a.m. Saturday in the Student
Union. Organizers promise a
night of wild fun with live
· music, line dancing, . bungee
· bull, caricature artist, spray can
artist and the ever-popular free
food and prizes.
Late Knights volunteers will
be accepting checks made
payable to the American Red
Cross Disaster Fund to give to
the Red Cross for Hurricane
Katrina relief.
For more information, or to
get involved with Late Knights,
contact Brian Hicks at 407-8236471
or
visit
http://www.ucflateknights.com

Marching Knights get festive
The UCF Marching Kni8hts
are launching a new fall festival
that will take place from 10 p.m.
to 5 p.m. Saturday and then
from 10 p.m to 5 p.m Sunday.
The festival will be an outdoor
fun-filled family event that will
feature an arts and crafts fair,
cat show, a performance stage
and a designated children's play
area
Proceeds from this event
will go towards scholarships for
UCF marching band students
and the new UCF band facility.
For more information call
Hannah at 407-823-2586, visit
http://www.ucfmkalumni.org,
or email any questions to
mkfallfest@dlrr.com

Real World visit a real kick in the pants
•

San Diego cast
members answer
questions from
fans, students
JHERRIA DAILEY
Contributing Writer

Last MondaY, the UCF Campus Activities Board welcomed
two guest speakers to the· Student Union to help teach students how to keep it "real"
Cameron Eubanks and Brad
Fiorenza, San Diego cast members from MTV's reality icon
Real World, gave UCF students
a glimpse into their experiences with the original reality
blockbuster and offered advice
on everything from alcohol to
safe sex. The presentation was
more of a laid-back questionand-answer session, giving students a chance to get to know
the cast members.
"Y'all, I'm serious," the 21year-old Eubanks said as one of
her many offerings of advice.
''Wear condoms ... or just masturbate a lot!"
The audience of nearly 400
UCF students burst into laughter as Eubanks, described on
her MTV Real World bio as a
southern belle who "loves
hanging out with the guys and
is always up for a good prank,"
blushed and laughed along.
"Seriously!" she said. "They
make flavored condoms: extra
large, extra small, everything!"

COURTESY KEVIN REILLEY

Real World: San Diego cast member Cameron Eubanks gave UCF student and fan Will Palmer a

pleasant greeting with a swift kick to his crotch. Palmer, however, had aske.d Eubanks for it.

The laughter continued to addressing.
roll through the audience until
"So how does it fee.I to be
another question came from · famous for sitting around [and]
somewhere in the middle of the getting drunk for five months?"
room. One student asked, another student asked from the
''Who got the most action in the back of the Pegasus Ballroom
house?"
where the event took place.
· Fiorettza volilnteered the
Eubanks told the student she
answer to that one: "Jacquese!" didn't think they were famous
A wave ofsilence rolled over · at all, but Fiorenza went further,
the audience, leaving Fiorenza explaining .that being on Real
grinning from ear-to-ear. "He World makes · people a little
really did;' Eubanks added.
more well-known, but not
What started out as a famous.
Eubanks/Fiorenza-led audiIn fact, the two cast memence discussion about alcohol, bers later agreed in an intersex and responsibly living in view that they both tour college
"the real · world" wound up campuses as a way of showing
being an informal and friendly viewers that they are real peodiscussion between the student ple.
audience and the cast mem"[Touring] is a really great
bers, whose own ages differ lit- way to meet people," Fiorenza
tle from the people they were said. Eubanks added, '~d to

.Communication students to benefit.from latest job fair
ted in advance - by Sept.16 to Rick
Brunson in Communications
Room212.
The second annual Multimedia
To help prepare students for this
Job/Internship Fair for students in interview-like process, the Society
the Nicholson School ofCommuni- of Professional Journalists has put
cation will be held Oct 3.
together a workshop that will cover
Thirty-six media organizations, the essentials- dress code, inter- ·
ranging from the Orlando Sentinel view etiquette, resume composi. to Central Florida News 13, have tion and, for print Journalism
been invited to attend the fair and majors, how to compile their clips.
see what UCF students have to The workshop is free to all students
offer their companies. The event, and will be held today at 4 p.m. in
which will take place from 10 a.m. Communications Room 211. SPJ .
to 3 p.m. in the Student Union Cape will also be collecting $10 dues
Florida Ballroom, is a result of the from any student interested joining.
combined efforts of the UCF chap"Last year's job fair was a comter of the $ociety of Professional plete success,'' SPJ President ChrisJournalists, the Radio-Television tine Dellert said. ''.About 200 stuNews Directors Association .and · dents attended and a dozen landed
the National Association of Black internships that day. At least 12 got
Journalists.
called back and received internAll students with an interest in ships the next week. We're still
pursuing a media career are hearing back from people, so that
encouraged to attend ·
number is expected to go up:'
Students planning on attending
This year, we're bringing in sevthe job fair should keep in mind eral new recruiters from all sorts of
that it is not a "walk-in'' fair. A sign- media," Dellert said "The students
up sheet with all of the attending really deserve this. This is really
organizations names and possible one ofthe few opportunities they're
interview times will be posted on going to have this year to meet with
the door of Communications media recruiters from all over the
Room 212 on Sept 12. Students are state."
advised to sign up as soon as possiNatalie Zfat is also the secreble. Resumes must also be submit- tary/treasurer ofSP].
·

NATALIE ZFAT
Staff Writer

SCATTERED T-STORMS

Today: 60% chance of rain
Tonight: Expectshowers, high rains
with 70% chance of rain

High: 87° Low: 75°

Onyx Magazine & Orlando Times
Orlando Magazine
Orlando Business Journal
Ocala-Star Banner
Palm Beach Post
Seminole Chronicle
South Florida Sun-Sentinel
Sarasota Herald-Tribune
St. fletersburg Times
Strang Communications
Tampa Tribune
Telemundo
The (Lakeland) Ledger
WESH Channel 2
WFTV Channel 9
WKMG Local 6
WOFL Fox 35
World Publications

~Friday ·
• v

·

~ SCATTEREDT-STORMS

~· Saturday
- v

~ SCATTEREDT-STORMS

High:87°
Low:75°
High:86°
Low:75°

Keep current with headlines:
you may have missed

More New Orleans' holdouts
coaxed from homes Wednesday
NEW ORLEANS - Soldiers coaxed some of Hurricane Katrina's stubborn holdouts from their homes
Wednesday after the mayor.
ordered all 10,000 or so residents still in this ruined' city
evacuated - by force, ifnecessary - because of the risk of.
fires and disease.
"I haven't left my house in·
my life. I don't want to-leave,''said a frail-looking 86-year-old
Anthony Charbonnet, shaking:
his head as he locked his front
door and walked slowly backwards down the steps of the
house where he had lived
since 1955.

•
•

•

•

Katrina victims to get $2K debit
cards from federal government
WASHINGTON - The·
.federal government plans to
begin doling out d~bit cards
worth $2;000 each to adult victims of Hurricane· Katrina,.
The Associated Press has
learned
Homeland
Security
Department
Secretary
Michael Chertoff described
the plan in a conference call
with state officials Wednesday
morning. The unprecedented
cash card program initially
will benefit stranded people
who have been moved to
major rescue centers such as
the Houston Astrodome.

•

Report criticizes U.N. on oil-forfood, daims corruption and waste
UNITED NATIONS - In a
devastating assessment of the
U.N. oil-for-food program in
Iraq, investigators .' strongly
criticized Secretary-General
Kofi Annan; his deputy and
the Security Council for allowing Saddam Hussein to bilk
$10.2 billion from .t he giant
humanitarian operation and
oil smuggling operations.
The Independent Inquiry
·Committee's report on the oil- .
for-food program said those
managing
the
program,
including U.N. member states
and the world body's staff,
failed the ideals of the United
Nations, ignoring clear evidence of corruption and waste
that flourished after it was ere- · •
ated in 1996 to help ordinary
Iraqis.

..

•

•
•

Ophelia could bring rain, wind
to central, northern Florida
MIAMI A tropical
depression
off Florida's -~..
Atlantic coast strengthened
into Tropical Storm Ophelia
early yesterday and could
bring strong winds and rain to •
the northern portions of the
state and Southern Georgia
over the next few days.
Elsewhere in the Atlantic, "'-'
Tropical Storm Nate intensified into a hurricane south of
Bermuda, and Tropical Storm • •
Maria was upgraded to a hurricane again over the open
ocean.
At 2 p.m, Ophelia was centered 80 miles east-northeast
of Cape Canaveral It had top
sustained winds near 50 mph,
up from 40 mph earlier in the •••
day, and was nearly stationary.
The storm was expected to
gradually intensify and could •
PLEASE SEE
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Entenainment "
Call tor Into
:

.

$45* .
Adult Exam

Includes Exam (00150),

X-rays (00274),

Oral Cancer Screening, &

Gum Evaluation 00160

$345* ($700 value)
Extreme Whitening
1 hour In-Office

Whitening
$55* On the Go

e

Safon

!i

-·····-·······

.·~:sMi~t~~-

speciali:zing ·in:
High and Low Lights .
Perms • Straightening
Color • Color
Correction Men and
Women's Haircutting

1

........ ··········-··

WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic Night
THURSDAYS

LET US KNOW
The Future wants td hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Monday for the
f1 Wednesday edition.

Bradenton Herald
Central Florida News 13
Charlotte Sun
Clear Channel Communications
Cox Radio
Create Magazine
Daytona Beach News-Journal
Dayt()na and OrJando's
PBS stations
East Orlando Sun
Florida Media
Florida Times-Union
Florida Today
Fort Myers News-Press
Infinity Broadcasting
Naples Daily News
Orlando CityBeat
Orlando Weekly
Orlando Sentinel

TODAY IN DETAIL

Today

Completing the ropes course
The UCF Recreation and
Wellness Center is opening its
ropes challenge course facility
from 3 p.m to 7 p.m. Friday. No
registration is reqUired, and all
students are welcome to attend.
The Recreation and Wellness center asks that students
bring climbing shoes.
Any questions about the
new ropes challenge .c ourse can
be directed to 407-823-2408.

Multimedia outlets
appearing at fair

LOCAL WEATHER

Clubs on showcase
The Knights of the Round
Table, which coordinates all
UCF clubs, will host its annual
Club Showcase from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m today outside the south
entrance of the Student Union.
Students are invited to find
student organizations to get
• involved with, enjoy giveaways
and make new friends. 50
organizations will be present
each day.
·
For more information on the
club showcase, or Knights of
the Round Table, visit
http://www.getinvolveducf.co
m/kort, or contact Pete or Kristen at 407-823-4496.

show people that we're no better than them"
Perhaps the most humorous
highlight of the night came
when one Real World: San
Diego fan boldly asked Eubanks
for her signature sign·of affection: a swift kick to the groin.
"Hey Cam, will you kick me
in the nuts?'' UCF student Will
Palmer asked
• The audience burst into
laughter again, as everyone in
the room scrambled to get their
cameras ready to capture the
unbelievable moment.
"You really want me to do
this?" Eubanks asked as she
took off her shoes. Palmer
shook his head ''yes" and covered his eyes waiting for
Eubanks to strike.
Her giggling turned to hysterics. As she gasped for air, she
turned to the audience and said,
"I can't believe he wants to let
me do this!"
Most of the audience was on
its feet, aimed and ready to fire,
then: WHAM! Hundreds of
flashes went off all around the
room
Palmer, very hurt but satisfied, limped off stage with the
help ofhis friends. When asked
why he decided to go through
with the stunt, Palmer saitl in
an interview that he wanted to
be able to say "I've been kicked
in the balls by Cam"
.
After they spoke, Fiorenza
and Eubanks stayed another
two hours signing autographs
~d ~aking pictures. The event
lasted three hours.

NATION&
WORLD

Karaoke
SUNDAY

®ODD DO®

C/

SMOKERS WElCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

/ 12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida
I

(At 408 & E. Colonial) '

•

1 0°/o DISCOUNT FOR
STUDENTS & FACULTY

www.SmileDentalFL.com

Blues lam, ~ - 9 p.m.
No cover

•

Visit our new website at www.DoOrDyeSalon.com

Visit Our Website for Monthly Promotions
Monday

Tue· Thu

WE ACCEPT VISA & MASTERCARD

Friday

Insurance

Walk-In

UCF

ae11

Full Line of Quality Products from REDKEN AND PAUL MITCHELL
'llpycimmc1m 'R1eommrnlci Wa(k. ~M 'llcceptci ..~m av11ifa6(J t~I r

I

:1SA

l..:....._.....IJ'.)

UNIVERSITY SHOPPES - CORNER OF UNIVERSITY & ALAFAYA
12263 UNIVERSITY 8LVD. • ORLANDO, FL 32817 •
MOH 12pm - 8pm TUESfrHURS 9am - 8pm FRI 9am - Spni

.

407-658- 2121

SA~am - 4pm SUH closed i

".

J

LEASE FOR

$248

)

~n
i..-.1::t:'11

.,...IA'."'"
)

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And.Much, Much More!!

New Jetta rated as a "Best
. Pick" in Side .Impact Test•

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $248
which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment +
TT&L. See dealer for. details. Leasing WA.C thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 9;30/05

I I

'

tff ORCN'R~TVAx
48 MONTHS

·Auto, Air, 6-Disc CD Changer, P/Windows,
P/Locks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded!

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $328 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TT&L. See
dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 9/30/05

,

2005 NEW
BEETLE GL
P/W, P/l., Tilt, Cruise, ABS, CD,
Keyless Remote and Much More!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

Turbo Diesel
Avallable
.<

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $239 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 9;30/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
.,,

2005
TOUAREG4X4

2005· NEW GTI
P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

Sound System One, All Power

PER NfONTH +
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

BIG SELECTION! .

payment + TT&L. *See dealer for details. Leasing WA,C thru VolkswagenCredit. Expires 9/30/05

*48 mo. leaseplus tax. Total due at signing is $259 which includes secvritydeposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 9/30/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $429 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

2005 NEW BEETLE GL
CONVERTIBLE
P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise,
Keyless Remote; CD and Much More!

LEASE FOR

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

$235

Go Topless!

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $289, which includes security deposit. PLUS first

payment + TT&L. See dealer fordetails. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 9;30/05.

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER

rs[FIRST TIME

We Con Assist You With:

BUYER

~COLLEGE-GRAD
PROGRAM

Drivers wanted~

rs! CREDIT
,
PROBLEMS

.. ..

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, All LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned All WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

~·--·

.

!!.l!Ei•T•:: ''

:1• '41

EWA•
4175 S. Hwy .1 7-92

N '

M-F 9-9
SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)
•

401-365-330·0

-

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5

-~

.,!~.~]

*

ti'·~

I

visit our website·

aristocratvw.com ..
.,-
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NATION & WORLD

HIGHER
EDUCATION

Chinese student killed in car crash,
four others injured

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

CU Foundation president, CEO
Byram to retire after four years
BOULDER, Colo. -The
leader of the private fundraising arm of the University of
Colorado, which last year
became a target of a grand
jury's inquiry into the football
. scandal,
recruiting
announced his retirement
Tuesday.
CU Foundation President
and CEO Michael Byram said
he will retire at the end of the
fiscal year in June, according
to a statement.
Byram, a former executive
in the medical industry, was a
volunteer director for eight
years before taking the top
post in January 2001.
Founded in 1967, the foundation had operated in relative obscurity as it raised millions - more than $226 ·
million over the past three
years - to support the university.
.
A grand jury report, which
was leaked to some news
organizations, included questions about numerous unexplained transactions involving CU, the foundation and
two football camps run by
coach Gary Barnett. The
foundation has repeatedly
denied wrongdoing.

Report: three allegations
·
dropped by Churchill committee
BOULDER, Colo. - 'Three
allegations sent to a committee investigating the academic -work of a professor who
likened Sept. 11 victims to an
inf~ous Nazi do not represent research misconduct,
even if true, a newspaper
reported yesterday.
The allegations were
brought to the attention of the
university by the family of
Ward Churchill's deceased
wife, Leah Kelly. They alleged
Churchill got three facts
wrong in a preface to a book
of Kelly's work.
·"I have concluded that
these allegations, even if true,
do not represent research
misconduct," Joseph Rosse,
chair of the Standing Committee on Research Misconduct, said in an Aug. 30 letter
to Interim Chancellor Phil
DiStefano, according to The
Denver Post.
"It is not the function of
the committee to address any
inaccuracies that may exist in
a faculty member's writings."
Churchill's attorney, David
Lane, confirmed the newspaper's report but refused to
release the letter.
The committee last month
informed Churchill it was
dropping its investigation into
whether he lied about his
American Indian ethnicity to
give his work more credibility.
The committee continues
to investigate plagiarism and
other research misconduct
allegations, which Churchill
has repeatedly denied.

Campuses searched for
'America's Cleanest Comic'
CINCINNATI, Ohio
Cleanest Comic
Competition," sponsored by
Old Spice High Endurance
Body Wash, is launching a
national casting call for students to put their "cleanest"
bathroom humor to good use
and showcase their best
shower stand-up.
Thousands of comedic
hopefuls from 17 college campuses across the country will
audition for the America's
Cleanest Comic Competition;
ultimately 51 guys will make
the cut and have the opportunity to compete for the ultimate title of '~erica's
Cleanest Comic."
Dressed in bathrobes and
bathing suits, the top three
comics from each college
campus will put their skills to
the test when they take their
comedic performances to tailgate crowds and deliver their
"Cleanest" joke from the
portable shower while lathering up with Old Spice· High
Endurance Body Wash - in
the center of the tailgate party.
Regional on-campus winners - 51 in total - will be
selected to showcase their
perfect punchlines in reality
TV-style commercials that
will air on four consecutive
Saturdays during college football games beginning Oct. 22.
·~merica's
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Members of the Army's 82nd Airborne help escort residents of Ninth Ward in New Orleans.

Egypt says the decision to
allow challengers to Mubarak
signals a move toward greater
sustain hurricane strength democracy in a country that
winds of 74 mph by Thursday, has seen only authoritarian
hurricane center meteorolo- rule for more than a half-cengist Eric Blake said.
tury.
Nate had top sustained
Opponents have dismissed
winds of 85 mph. It was cen- the reform claims as a sham.
. tered about 215 miles south- They note that Mubarak's
southwest of Bermuda and · party controls most of the govwas drifting north-northeast. ernment, including the e\ecIt could pass near or just south toral process. And they argue
of Bermuda by Thursday, but the publicity given Mubarak
was not expected to threaten by state-owned media made it
the U.S., forecasters said.
difficult for opposition candidates to gain wide suppo~.
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Rehnquist's casket on its way to
funeral in Arlington Cemetery

WASHINGTON
William H. Rehnquist was
praised Wednesday for steering the Supreme Court with a
steady hand as President Bush
and former court colleague
Sandra Day O'Connor led a
national farewell for the 16th
·
chief justice.
After prayers at the high
court, Rehnquist's casket was
carried down the steps in front
of the building where he had
served for 33 years. Burial was
set for Arlington National
Cemetery after funeral services at St. Matthew's Cathedral
in downtown Washington.

Ford recalls trucks, SUVs in fifth
largest U.S. vehicle recall
_

WASHINGTON - Ford
Motor Co. on Wednesday
recalled 3.8 million pickup
trucks and sport utility vehicles for a cruise control switch
suspected of causing engine
fires. It is the fifth l~est auto
industry recall in U.S. history.
Ford representatives said
the recall of 1994-2002 modelyear vehicles includes the
company's hot-selling F-150
pickup truck, Ford Expedition,
Lincoln Navigator and Ford
Broncos. The company said it
would start sending out recall
notices to vehicle owners
immediately. ·
Egyptians vote in first ever conThe National Highway
tested presidential election
Thaffic Safety Administration
CAIRO, Egypt - Egyptians' and the No. 2 U.S.-based
voted Wednesday in the coun- automaker have been investitry's first contested presiden- gating complaints of engine
tial election, but charges of fires linked to the switch.
fr~ud and a big boycott rally
Toyota Motor Co. recalled
marred balloting that longtime 978,000 ·sport utility vehicles
leader Hosni Mubarak por- and pickup trucks amid contrayed as a major democratic · cems over the power steering
reform.
system. The affected vehicles
Ordinary citizens and include 4Runner SUVs, comopposition party members pact .pickups and T-100 pick. told The Associated Press that ups built between 1989 and
election workers inside polls 1998. Toyota said a rod linking
in Luxor instructed voters to the steering wheel and the
·choose Mubarak, who is wheels may fracture wider
expected to be easily re-elect- conditions where the steering
ed to a fifth six-year term. In wheel is.turned while the vehiAlexandria, workers for the cle is stopped. Owners will be
ruling National Democratic notified beginning in mid-SepParty promised food to those · tember, the company said.
The affected vehicles
who cast a ballot, voters said.
More than 3,000 people include: 1994-2002 model Fmarched through downtown 150s, 1997-2002 Expeditions,
Cairo at midaftemoon. Police 1998-2002 Navigators and
watched from a distance, 1994-1996 Broncos equipped
despite government vows that with factory-installed speed
protests,w ould not be allowed. . control.

SCIENCE SPOTLIGHT
part, begins. Normally during
metastasis, cellS must invade a
Staff Writer
nearby tissue and then make
Researchers at Whitehead their way to either the blood
Institute for Biomedical or lymphatic . vessels. Then
Research have discovered one they travel through the bloodreason why melanoma, a skin stream and establish new
cancer, is so ruthless and colonies.
malignarit.
·
Melanoma is able to go
Malignant melanomas are through metastasis at a faster
usually described as small rate and at ari earlier stage
brown-black or larger multi- than other cancers.
colored patches that may arise
This new study shows that
in pre-existing moles. They as the cells that protect the
may crust or bleed on the sur- skin from damage by produc. face.
ing pigmentation become canIf diagnosed and removed cerous, they immediately
early, while it is still thin and change in a cellular process
limited to only the outermost that allows them to travel
_skin layer, melanoma is almost quickly tlwough the body.
To demonstrate this, Wein100 percent curable. In its later
stages, melanoma can be a berg and his team injected
ruthless form of skin cancer, tumor cells underneath the
spreading through the body at skin of mice. Mice injected
an extremely fast pace that few with breast cancer developed
tumors, but the tumors didn't ·
other tumors can match.
According to the Ame~ican spread. The mice injected
Cancer Society, about 60,000 · with melanoma cells immedi. Americans will be diagnosed ately developed tumors
with melanoma this year and throughout their bodies that
about 10,000 of these cases spread from the lungs to the
spleen. ·
will be fatal.
"Other cancers need to
The research, supported by
learn how to spread, but not a grant from the U.S National
melanoma," Robert Weinberg, Institute of Health and the
a professor of biology at MIT National Cancer Institute, supand senior author of a paper ported the idea that melanoma
on melanoma's malignancy, is so metastatic because of
that will be published in the properties linked to the
journal Nature Genetics, said. melanocytes and not ju~t
According to. Weinberg, because it is visible on the outmelanoma is born when its ermost layer of skin and
metastasis, the spread of dis- exposed to enVironmental
'
~ase to an unconnected body stresses.

WELLINGTON,
New
Zealand - A Chinese student
has been killed and four others injured after their car ran
off a road and down a 200
meter (650 feet) slope before
plunging over a cliff near the
southern city of Christchurch,
police said Thursday.
The 3 a.m. Wednesday
(1400 GMT Tuesday) crash
from a road on Port Hills
ended with the mangled car
lying in a rocky gully at the
bottom of the 20 meter (65
foot) cliff.
The dead student was
named by police Thursday as
23-year-old Xhong Heng
Ding, a Chinese national from
Shanghai.
Four others in the car, aged
between 18 and 20, escaped
with only cuts, bruises and
sprains.
Senior Constable John Issit
said speed or alcohol did not
appear to have be a factor in
the accident.
"It's amazing anyone is
alive," he said.
Police said few details about
the crash were yet known, but
local residents were reported
saying drivers frequently failed
to negotiate the hilltop road's
sharp bends to crash over the
edge.
·
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Have You Considered
an MIS Major?

•

MIS Career Offers:
.The average starting salary for Management
Information Systems graduates is $42,084.
Excellent career opportunities with such companies as ,
Oracle, Universal, Lockheed, Hew!tt, and many more.

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, Sept. 17 at Sam ·
College of Health and Public Affairs, Rm 112
For more information on the
Management Information Systems Major visit the MIS Department We6 site at:

•

www.bus.ucf.edu/mis

The fastest way to a
Hollywood Paycheck! .

••

•

•

Get Avid Xpress~ Pro Academic. Get $50uso back.

Avid.

(

www.avid.comfbacktoschool
O 2005 Avld Technolo&Y. Inc. All rights res81'Y9d. Product rebates, ~peclficat1ons, system requirements. and availabllhy are subject to change witfiout notice. All prices, pn:rnotlons •
and discounts are subject 10 avallabil1ty and change without notice. Avid, end Avid Xpress, are either registered trademarks°' fnidemarks of Avid Technology, Inc. In ttit; United States
and/or other countries. An other tradi!:marks contained herein are the property of their respective owneB.
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Do you like fun, FREE, on-campus

~vents?

VANESSA FERNANDEZ

If so, the Society of Automotive Engineers has an

·exciting alternative to Saturday morning cartoons ...
Come join us on Saturday, September
(from 10 am till dark) for

'

10

-UCF DAYWhere UCF students get to DRIVE OUR BAJA CARS
all day long on an off-road course.

Directions to the SAE Shop from Campus: Get on Libra Dr,
leaving campus and heading towards Research Park.
After you pass the Physical Plant, make a left onto
Neptune Dr. Follow Neptune until the end. The SAE Shop
:will be on the left. This is where the track is for this year.

'

c

For more information,
or to email us,
visit our website:
www.knightsracing.cecs.ucf.edu

r

www~knightsracing.cec~,ucf.edu

~
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Share your space, but live on your own .
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HP .Laptop
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Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.

ii

WAL*MARTS
ALWAYS LOW PRICES .

~·
Walmart.com

Please report to the·Principal's Office.

(we need to ·d iscuss your future)
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What Will you d
.
o after graduation?
Even if you aren't
.
.
you Can
an educat10n maJor.
pursue a career in te
. ,
America's sch
aching.
new teachers over
ools need 2.4 million
th
e next 10 years.
. Learn how to
teaching
prepare for your
career-- today Regi t
a free Online .
.
s er for
offered by the =r~ation session
C
er1can Board fc
ert:µIcation of Teacher Excell or
·
ence.
Call

l-877-669-2228

or Visit WWw.abcte. orn» toct
. o
ay.
You can make a d.if·~.J.erence.

·AME RI CAN BOARD
fo r Certification of Teacher Excellence

Enforcement increased for new season
FROM

To Benefit the

ACLU Foundation of Florida

Tickets On Sale Now For
An Evening With
Congressman Barney Frank

Co-Sponsored by

A1
With A Special Performance by the

confused with ATF - Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms - a federal agency; ABT is responsible
for monitoring alcohol sales. to
minors in Florida.
ABT agents often patrol in
common clothing and sport a
fanny pack. .ABT, with the
UCFPD and other local law
enforcement, are gearing up
for the upcoming football season and the promotion of the
Knightwatch program.
. Knightwatch is a collaborative effort among UCFPD,
MADD, local law enforcement,
and Rollins College to reduce
underage alcohol consumption.
Created four years ago,
Knightwatch was the prompt. ed by a fatal drunken-driving
crash after the 2001 Homecoming game.
"We (UCFPD) don't want
people not to have a good time,
but we want people to be safe,"
Williamson said.
To achieve this, Knightwatch and the Alcohol and
Other Drugs Prevention Progtam have implemented policies to ~eep students safe at
sporting events. According to
the AOD program's Web site,
efforts have included the prohibition of kegs, glass, furniture and open-ground fires in
stUdent parking lots. ·
·
Also, the price of. beer
inside the Citrus Bowl
increased from $3 to $5, while
the size of the cup decreased.
They also sponsor the Fan
Faire Pep Rally, an alternative
to tailgating. The pep rally
includes free food and other
giveaways for UCF students.
f!Ps ~e program been succe5sful? According to Tom
Hall, director of the AOD program, it has. The number of
student arrests at home games
decreased from 202-in 2002 to
145 in 2004, Hall said.
Hall is also heading a program that rewards students
who choose not to drink at
home games. Good Sports is a
program in which community
volunteers will cite students
for being responsible, for not
drinking underage, picking up
trash, and for being a designated driver.
Students who receive citations from Good Sports will be

ORLANDO
•

'

.

Expo Centre Orlando Centroplex
500 W. Livingston Street, Orlando
Saturday, Septemlier 10 2005
6:00 p.m. -VIP Reception
7:00 p.m. - program

The Funniest Congressman
in Washington*
Representing Massachusetts'
4th District since 1981.

Tickets $20, $50, $100
Buy Tickets Online at www.aclufl.org
Or contact Elaina Ozrovitz
at 305-576-2337 ext. 13,
or via email at eozrovitzlaaclufl.org

"'According to Capitol Hill Staffers in The Washingtonian 's 2004 survey

~
Central

CFF ARCHIVE

ut'iiverslty of

Fans at UCF home football games will have to be on their best behavior as university police and state officials will be keeping a watchful ey,e.

Florida

eligi,ble to win prizes during
the season and will be entered
to 'win' a grand prize tailgating
package.
UCF provides a wide variety of alcohol-free programming, such as Late Knights,
Freshman Frenzy, LINK activities and other!? as a safe alternative to drinking. All events
are free to students.
UCF and law enforcement
officials said they felt just as
strongly about students' safety
closer to ,campus. ABT has
recently become a stronger
presence at bars near UCF. In
the past month, ABT has .
arrested minors and the bartenders who serve them. ABT
said it doesn't plan to stop.
Williamson says local bars
must be on guard at all times.
"Serving minors is not OK and ·
they [local bars] need to
understand
the
consequences."
And consequences can be
severe for both bar owners

and underage patrons. Bars . the campus alcohol and other .
risk the loss of their liquor drug policy. ADAPT also prolicense and a slew of fines. vides alcohol and drug educaUnderage drinkers risk a hefty tion programming that · can
fine, a permanent record,and serve as an alternative to legal
possible disciplinary action by action.
the university.
The $315 fine is unavoidA student who receives a able, but students have options
citation for the consumption with regard to their record.
of an alcoholic beverage by a
Students with no prior
minor will be referred to the offenses may qualify for the
UCF Office of Student Con- Pre-Trial Diversion program
duct. Once the student is sponsored by Orange County.
referred, the. student conduct The program allows students
review process begins.
to complete a set amount of
According to the Golden community service hours,
Rule, the review board may along with monthly drug testrecommend a disciplinary ing and completion of the
warning, probation, suspen:: ADAPT class, as a way to
sion, or expulsion. Although a remove the misdemeanor
finding of violation may be from their record.
appealed, a student will most
For legal guidance, students
likely have to take the ADAPT may consult Student Legal
class provided by the AOD Services to help them with the
program.
process. Legal Services free
ADAPT, the Alcohol and and funded by the Activity and
Drug Awareness Prevention Service Fee, as allocated by the
Training program, serves UCF UCF Student Government
students who have violated Association.
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407/823'-4914 • onllne@ucf.edu
Why Pay for Pre-Paid Legal When
You Can See an Attorney on
Campus for Free?

Society increases outreach to includ~ entire student body
FROM

GAY CHORUS

A1

to see how much fl.in it is.
Hopefully we'll get them
hooked and join the club.
We've been handing out flyers
around the Engineering building and the Business area and
we'll see what happens."
In years past, SAE has only
offered this experience to student government and engineering students. Some SGA
representatives have appreciated the event so much that
they've made plenty of return
appearances.
"They loved it," Schwartz
said." (Former) Sen. Olu (Aduloju), who has since graduated,
would come back and he'd beat the hell out of the car and
flip it six times and he'd get up
.a nd drive again. They just
loved it."
The Baja cars are almost
entirely designed by SAE
members.
According
to
Schwartz, 95 percent of this
year's designs come from him
and his fellow members. The
cars generally travel between
30 and 40 mph and can catch
between three and five feet of
air depending on the terrain.
The conditions are entirely
. safe, however. Drivers are
strapped into the cars with a

.

Currently, enrolled students are entitled to • 1
onsult with program attorneys about
Free Legal Services
legal matters and receive advice.
In ai;ldition, legal representation,
1
up to and including all stages of trial, may be provided in certain
· types of cases, such as the following:
Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's living
arrangements in the community.
Consumer problems confronting individual students.
Traffic cases

'

Criminal law
Uncontested dissolution of marriage
Bankruptcy

COURTESY SAE

SAE competes in a number of automotive races each year and also takes time out to appear at events like the Super Bowl of Motor Sports.

four-point harness and must
wear a neck brace arid helmet.
The driver's hap.ds are also
strapped to the -whe.el to
ensure limbs are kept in the
car at all times. Even if the car
flips the driver . won't be

harmed, Schwartz said.
Students who wish to take a
ride in the Baja cars or just
hang out and take a look
around the SAE shop can head
over to the garage off Neptune
Drive near the UCF Police

Department and past the
observatory. ' The garage is
building 76 on campus maps.
For more information on
SAE and the Baja cars, check
out www.knightsracing.cecs.
ucf.edu.

Students in need of legal service shoul
in person or by telephone (407-823-2
Services in Room 155, Student
consultations are by' appointment onl
given over the phone.
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Greek life turning some students off

c

:.Sorority recruitment plummets,
fraternities likely to follow
,
SEAN LAVIN
Senior Staff Writer

UCF's enrollment continues
to skyrocket and students pack
the parking lots, yet, ironkally,
· interest in Greek life is steadily
declining.
Both the Interfraternity
Council and Panhellenic Councils, which serve as governing
bodies to most UCF fraterni. ties and sororities, have officially completed their 'formal
: recruitment events this spring.
· But the events failed to per: suade a growing number of
: students to join----' especially in
comparison to UCF's continued growth.
Only 401 women joined a
COURTESY KAPPA DELTA SORORITY
Panhellenic sorority this Fall Members of Kappa Delta sorority await their new recruits during Bid Day on Greek Park.
the lowest number in at least
five years. Last Fall 543 women
joined a sorority, and in the fall access to bars with fake IDs President of Recruitment Mike
of 2003 an extraordinary 611 during recruitment, but he Broska - both believe relying
)
women became sorority mem- feels that when organizations on tents to recruit a pledge
bers.
do so "they are not really living ·class could be the biggest misAnd while final numbers for up to what their expectations . take a fraternity could make.
fraternity rush are not yet avail- are."
They believe that fraternities
able, things don't look mµ<;:h
And while some organiza- that rely solely on freshmen
better for the gentlemen. Andy tions employing those meth- walking up to their tent could
Hughes, w:ho became the grad- ods during the three-day long see themselves dwindle away
uate assistant for Greek Affairs recruitment period appear to completely from campus.
"I think the Lake Claire
just weeks before rush, sees a be have large pledge classes
lot of room for improvement in just after rush, Hughes sus- setups and the tents are just
the way UCF fraternities pects that the type of person . totally ineffective," Hughes
recruit.
that responds to these tactics is said. "It's just an awkward situAlthough it wasn't possible not really looking for what fra- ation for freshmen, and my
for ~ to institute change in . ternities were originally meant experience in the Greek comthis year's rush, which takes to offer and could eventually munity is that the fraternities
pla<;e inside on-campus frater- · drop out.
and sororities that are not
nity houses, and ~ for home"They'll go through recruit- proactive in their recruitment
less fraternities or those who ment and go to their first - those that don't reach out to
fJ
have houses located off cam- pledge meeting and see codes students or just sit back in their
pus - inside tents set up at of conduct and creeds and house or under a tent - will
Lake Claire, he hopes next year things like that and be like, slowly die out."
can be different.
As of the last available sta'Well I didn't sign up for that,
Hughes feels that the behav- and now you're going to give tistics, fraternity membership
ior of some fraternity members me this big fat bill that I have to was down 17 percent between
doesn't reflect the model "gen- pay?"'.he said.
fall 2003 and 2004. Only 429
tlemen image" that fraternities
"They get misled,'' Hughes men pledged fraternities in fall
were founded upon, and added. "That's what creates of 2004 while 517 did so in fall
because of that potential new people dropping out and things of2003.
like·that."
members are taking note. .
Hughes and Broska hope to
Hughes strongly 'believes work together this semester to
"We can blame the scheduling conflicts [with the first fraternities and sororities come up with a better and
football game and Labor Day / should adhere to their found- more effective plan for rush
weekend] and what's happen- ing principles, which often cen- that .they hope will eventually
') ing around us, but until organi- ter on friendship, scholarship cause fraternity enrollment to
zations truly live out their and community service. And increase at a rate consistent
creeds and act upon their val- the basis of friendship is one with the increased enrollment
cJ
ues, students aren't going to quality that Hughes sees as the at UCF. Even if the number of
believe them or believe they're most important to recruitment. Greeks remains constant at
"Recruitment is making UCF, their influence shrinks
credible organizations,'' Hughes ~d. ·
friends,'' he said. "It's extending away as more students come
"We preach community a welcoming hand to a new on campus that choose not to
: service and we preach brother- person and introducing first be Greek.
The fade in Greek influence
: hood and things like that, but themselves, and then develop: we're showing social and all ing relationships that may at UCF may already be starting,
"' • the other negative sides of determine that those two peo- as Willie Bentley Jr. was elect: Greek life," Hughes said, an ple have a connection that they ed in spring of 2005 to become
: observation that makes him want to share beyond a mere UCF's student body president.
: think "the reason numbers may friendship-one that can result Bentley does not belong to a
: be low this year is because stu- . into a fraternal bond that is a fraternity and is one of a handful of student body presidents
• dents don't want to join those friendship of a higher order."
He believes fraternity mem- ever to achieve the office witH: types of organizations."
: . But Hughes does realize bers establishing friendships out being a member of the .
with potential re~ruits will Greek community.
~ there are "... probably those
"Change is hard and that's
guys that want to party and · yield a strong -pledge class
: meet new people - and there's focused on the tru~ meaning of the challeng~," Hughes said
• • : nothing wrong with that - but I Greek life, instead of a class of while pointing' out the flaws of
: don't think they're given the that joined solely because of the Lake Claire recruitment
; opportunity to understand that the glamour of a mansion or area that he condemned as
· · Greek organizations aren't because a stretch hummer lim- "archaic."
"Ultimately there are thqu: solely focused on those things." ousine was parked outside a
sands of ideas in the Greek
'
Hughes has "heard .a lot of recruitment tent.
One fraternity even erected community of how to make
: rumors .about guys inviting
. : underage kids to bars" and a giant volcano in an attempt to recruitment better, but the rea· realizes that some fraternity lure people near its recruit- son it doesn't happen is
because of the challenge of get. members look the other way ment tent at Lake Claire.
But Hughes - and IFC Vice ting people to buy into it."
: when underage students get
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COURTESY KAPPA DELTA SORORITY

For some sororities, like.Kappa Delta among others, membership continues to thrive despite this year's abnormally low recruitment numbers.

"Remove Unwanted Hair Now!·"

Are you tired of constant shaving, waxing, tweezing or bleaching those unwanted hairs? Well,
finally there is a quick and easy solution for putting an end to that unsightly hair growth.
Discover the facts about the latest advances in medically supervised laser hair removal and learn
what razor manufacturers and cosmetic companies don't want you to know when it comes to
hair removal in a special report entitled, "Laser Hair Removal: How To Quickly and Easily Remove
..Unwanted Hair"...For your free copy call toll-fEee 1-800-903-1879 for a 24 hr. recftlrded message
~and enter ID# 2~08 or go to www.LookGoddWithoutSurgery.info

What do you see? Every day, The New York Times helps you see the world around
you in whole new ways. Pick up your copy of The Times today. And to subscribe at
a very special student rate of more than 50% off, call 1-888-NYT-COLL. Or visit
nytimes.com/student. THE NEW ORK TIMES. INSPIRING THOUGHT. DAILY.

the need to know
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Saints bring hope
to battered city
W

bile the nation's eyes
wondering if their city will ever
remain focused on
be the same, there needs to be a
cleanup and relief
distraction from the pain and
efforts along the Gulf Coast in
horror that they're going
the wake of Hurricane Katrina, a
through. That distraction is foottrivial battle is brewing in New
ball.
Orleans involving the city's NFL
When two planes flew into
franchise, the Saints.
the World Trade Center on Sept.
Saints owner Tom Benson
ll, 2001, sporting events across
had been quiet until earlier this
the nation were cancelled or
week about where his team
postponed because it paled in
would play during the 2005 seacomparison to a massive tragedy.
son since its home, the SuperBut New York City Mayor Rudy
dome, was ravaged by Katrina
Giuliani and other political leadBenson's silence made him a top
ers urged Major League Baseball
target of many national sports
and the NCAA to proceed with
analysts and critics. He drew
their game~ because it was somecriticism because he began lookthing for the good of the country.
ing to move the franchise to San
The same can be said.of New
Antonio, among other locations,
Orleans and the Saints' fastand not in just a temporary man-. approaching season.
ner.
Sports give the American pubBenson recently announced
lic a reason to be proud of the
that the Saints' top preferred des- cities they live in on a level that
tination for this season is Baton
can't be compared. Whert the
Rouge, home of Louisiana State
New England Patriots, led by a
University. With league and LSU flag-waving Tedy Bruschi, won
administrative approval, the
the Super B9wl in the wake of
Saints could be using the 92,000- 9/11 there was an aura of national
seat Tiger Stadium for home
patriotism that transcended fear
games.
and disaster. If Benson moves the
It's certainly a trivial situation
Saints to San Antonio or out of
comp~ to the thousands who
Louisiana altogether, he'll be takare dead and th'e hundreds of
ing away the only sense of pride
thousands left homeless after the a battered city may have left to
storm, but there is a heavy
. hold onto.
underlying importance to any
Moving the Saints to anydecision that Benson and the
where but Baton Rouge would be
NFL make. Many NFL players an act of Benson turning his back
Saints included - have family
on a city that needs something to
affected by Katrina Along with
~ase the pain. It would be taking
the citizens of New Orleans
away a bastion of hope and rein-

Crawfordn s
'to go with Plan B
0

wide two years ago and proposed
an age limit of 17, enforceable the
same way cigarette sales are
enforced, a year ago. Women
have been safely using Plan B
since 1999 and it can already be
sold without a prescription in
seven states.
Crawford did not base his
decision on good science. In fact,
science did not even enter into
his decision. The FDA'.s scientific
advisers overwhelmingly backed
nationwide nonprescription sales
of Plan B in 2003.
·
If age was the real problem
then pharmacists could simply
require identification, the same
way they regulate nicotine patches·and gums. Instead, Crawford
licked the boots of the anti-abortion, anti-birth control crowd
who have flooded the White
House with protests over Plan B,
equating it to abortion and claiming it will encourage teenage sex.
Five days after Crawford's
bombshelL Susan Wood, director
of the FD.A's Office of Women's ·
Health, showed that she will not
put up with such nonsense, further confirming the distance separating Crawford's decision and
science.
"I have spent the laSt 15 years
working to ensure that science
informs gocid health-policy decisions:' Wood wrote in an e-mail
about her departure to agency
colleagues. "I can no longer serve
as staff when scientific and clinical evidence, fully evaluated and

t

\

forcing the fear and loneliness all
of the hunicane victims are facing. The players and coaches
want to play in Louisiana and
keeping the team there would
give the players something to
fight for. They wouldn't be playing just for a Super Bowl or a
conference championship, but
for the hope of, for one day each
week, putting a smile on the
faces of people who may never
smile again.
,
Benson and the Saints are currently waiting to find out if they
can use Tiger Stadium because
the LSU campus is already being
used for hurricane relief and the
Tigers have postponed their first
game and moved their second to
Arizona State. In the meantime,
the team is organizing its own
relief fund for hurricane victims,
which is a valiant effort in joining
all of the other professional and
collegiate sports programs that
have already donated millio:os.
Yet the Saints' first step in providing relief should be doing
whatever it takes to play its home
games in Louisiana.
Talking about sports in a time
of crisis may.sound triv'ial, but it's
not. Professional and collegiate
sports are important time-l)onored traditions that have deep
roots in American history. The
New Orleans Saints need to play
in Louisiana this season and it .
would be a colosSal mistake for
Benson or the NFL to uproot
them.

OUR STANCE

n Aug. 26, Food and Drug
Administration Commissioner Lester Crawford
caved in to religious political
pressure and allowed a little mo;re
politics to work their way into the
FDA
In a surprise decision, Crawford ignored the thorough
reviews by FDA panels that ruled
Plan B, a high dose of regular
birth control that when taken
within 72 hours of unprotected
sex can lower the risk of pregnancy by up to 89 percent, was safe
and effective enough for overthe-counter sales and delayed a
decision on the drug indefinitely.
Crawford claimed that while
over-the-counter sales to women
17 and older would oe safe,
younger teens would still need a
prescription because of concern
about whether they could.use the
drug properly - and that the
·
agency didn't how know how to
enforce an age limit. So he
opened the issue to public comment for 60 days, but wouldn't
say how soon after that the FDA
would rule. He also called for yet
more tests.
The American College of
Obstetrics and Gynecologists and
the American Medical Associa.tion have all publicly supported
the drug. Even the American
Academy of Pediatrics supports
nonprescription srues of Plan B.
Barr Pharmaceuticals, the .
maker of Plan B, applied to sell
the drug over-the-counter nation-

'

recommended by the professional staff here, has been overruled."
.. C~awford promised the Senate
a decision on Plan B by Sept. 1
and his excuses for delaying are
lame. He sounds 1.iJ<e a 12-year-old
begging for a homework extension. Ifthe man lacks the guts to
stand behind solid science, even
when it is unpopular, then he
should not be running the FDA
What Crawford's incompetence has done is deny American
women another option. Plan B is
only effective iftaken within 72
hours; the sooner it is taken the
more effective it is. This is why
the manufacturer applied for
nonprescription sales in the first
place. By making Plan B available
over-the-counter women have a
better chance of getting to the
drug within the time period.
Also, nonprescription sales
would make the drug less expensive because women would not
have to pay for a phy-Sician visit.
A study done in California,
where Plan B is aJready sold without a prescription, demonstrated
that its' availability does not alter
the reproductive habits of women
already using birth controi as
some critics feared, and has the
potential to cut t;his nation's
unwanted pregnancies in half.
Women need this option and
science can safely offer it, but
Crawford's spineless refusal to
keep science unpolluted by politics has denied it - perhaps
. indefinitely.

CRACKDOWNS ON UNDERAGE DRINKING BEFORE GAMES.
SPAIN FISCHER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Disaster no big surprise

.

For those apologists who are arguing that
this was beyond the scope of any government
and praising the admiriistration for what it
could do, here's why that isn't going to fly:
This wasn't a surprise. Every summer when
The Weather Channel tracks the tropical
storms and charts their possible paths, they
talk about the potential devastation that would
occur if a major storm hit New Orleans.
At the Same time;; our hurricane seasons
have gotten longer and more intense. This wasn't a terrorist attack that came out pf nowhere.
This was a city living in the shadow of a volcano. The hurricane was coming. It wasn't a
question of "U:" it was a question of ''when."
So, to take it to the president, this is a man
who on Aug. 6, 2001, received a memo titled
' ''Bin Laden determined to strike in u.s:•
[www.cnn.com/2004/allpolitics/04/10] and still
didn't consider terrorism that much of a threat
until passenger planes plowed into our buildings.
Now it comes out that FEMA, in early 2001,
pegged a major hurricane hitting NOLA as one
of the three greatest threats to our nation. The
other two, incidentally, were a massive earth-

•

. quake in San Francisco, and a terrorist attack in
New York. So, watch out, South Florida . we're two for three. ·
So we have an administration that has spent
four~ diverting funds, creating a massive
· bureaucracy and.stamping all over our civil liberties in order to prepare for ~ter, and we
all can't help but think, ''Hmm, so this is what
· would have happened if terrorists had bombed
the levees ..."
·
This administration suffers from an
appalling lack of imagination and foresight, but
that doesn't see1)1 to have stopped them from
spending lots of taxpayer money on what now
appear to be lavish vacations ·
[http://abcnews.go.com/politics/story?id=3404
20&page=1] and a lot of wishful thinking.
Could a democratic administration have
done better? Maybe not. But a democratic
administration hasn't been telling us for more
than five years that they have everything perfectly under control
I hope a higher power is looking out for
those poor souls affected by this disaster, as our .
president has proven himself quite incompetent of doing so.

•

•

- MARIA DOBl(IN '

(l

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them on line at www.UCFnews.com or faxthem to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Creativity is dead, long live g~rbage
When it comes to televiMy belief is that ever since
sion I'm a pretty narrowSeinfeld went off the air most
minded kind of viewer. In
networks began trying way
fact, if there's a time of year I
too hard to recapture that
show's amazing sense of ,.
truly despise it's when all of
humor.
the networks unleash their
.
Add the overabundance' of
horrifying fall lineups.
crime and medical related
I hate most new shows and
I'll u'Sually have my boob tube
shows and there's a reason ' '
glued on ESPN or Comedy
MOUTHING OFF I'd rather watch paint dry
than the latestedition of CSI:
Central because, well, I'm a
ASHLEY BURNS
guy and sports and poop jokes
Hoboken.
ti
Managing Editor
Sitcoms like Seinfeld ·and
rev my engine.
Arrested Development When it comes to dramas
and sitcoms, I don't no~ally have the atten- both successes of'the brilliant Larry David tion span for complicated plots or the patience
PLEASE SEE WE MAY ON A9
for recycled tripe.
·
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'How should underage
drinking be punished?'
..

)

,.
BRIDGETTE SACKMAN

SHENEViA PATTERSON

NICOLE MANSFIELD

Mathematics education

Athletic training

Micro and molecular biology

"Definitely not jail time because there
are too many underage drinkers. It is
too accessible right now."

"Nothing, just lower the drinking age."

Micro and molecular biology

Molecula~ biology

"Nothing serious like jail time, just
better scare tactics."
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Micro and molecular biology

"I think the ~andard punishment right
now is good."

"A fine - that's i~'

"A written wtrning and asmall fine ~r
first time offenders."
"'

.,

•

We may never get to see another
show like Seinfeld in our lifetime

•
•

FROM
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OrlandoPlasticSurgery
c-. =e:' • =w •I

Growing Up Gotti and The Surreal Life plaguing
the airwaves.
are like Halley's Comet: They're once-in-a-lifeDramas are a completely different debacle.
• time experiences and usually only one genera- Qiality hour-long dramas are ruined year after
tion of viewers can appreciate them.
·
year by the lack of creativity because networks
So often great shows like these are buried in figure ifviewers enjoy Law & Order, they'll enjoy
• weeknight lineups by trash shows with hack- seven different versions with entirely the same
filled rosters (George Lopez, I'm looking in your plots, only different locales.
cllrection) and shows that overstay their welIt's not entertaining and it destroys the value
come (cough, That ?O's Show, cough).
of the original effort. The next thing we know,
• · Seriously, if anyone can tell me how Jim ABC will start working on Lost:Kansas City AirBelushi still receives a paycheck I'd appreciate it. port Terminal and Lost: Albany Home Depot
. Nine out of 10 sitcoms use the same basic· because the network brainiacs may eventually
premise: a blue-collared, average-looking dad realiie that people stuck on an island will only go
· • dealing with his abnormally hot wife and their so far.
feisty teenage kids. They keep on doling out the
But the dramas far exceed the potential of the
same plots, as well as punishment to their view- sitcoms. While golden nuggets like Seinfeld
• ~rs, with no apology for the time-honored insti- come along so rarely, thrillers like 24 and
tutions of acting and writing.
Nip/Tuck are thankfully popping up with greater
From Family Matters and Perfect Strangers to ·frequency.
TWo and a Half Men and My Wife and Kids, TV
That, however, bodes a -problem for me.
• $itcom writers have been getting away with pro- Again, my attention span can be compared to a
ducing less creativity than Nickelback and Three bowl of Count Chocula. That's why I have one
Doors Down combined.
simple rule: I can only watch one series per seaNBC might save the day with My Name is son.
• Earl, a new comedy featuring the always enterHouse - which I just started watching and
taining Jason Lee. He plays a criminal who won may be severely hooked on - could produce an
$100,000 in the lottery and suddenly believes ih amazing season, but With the latest season of
~ karma. So he sets out on a quest to make things
Nip/Tuck right around the comer I need to find
right with everyone he has ever wronged. Not a out what the serial slasher did to Christian at the
shabby premise. Someone call a doctor, I think end of last season more than anything. If I start
NBC might have a pulse.
- watching two dramas at the same time, I'll be
Sadly, I have a feeling Earl could be just anoth- about as mentally effective as Courtney Love in
er lame attempt at capitalizing on redneck a game of Scrabble.
humor, which worries me because self-pro. My other problem is that I'm oddly territorial
claimed rednecks like Jeff Foxworthy and Bill about shows. Usually I'll like a show that has
• Engvall couldn't even get it right with the fright- abysmal ratings (see Arrested Development or
eningly awful Blue Collar TV. Lee rarely fails Ed). When 24 first debuted I was hooked on the
obviously Dogma is a huge exception - and Earl live action premise alone, and I didn't have any,. · should be a great show.
one to talk with about the show because no one
Additionally, the wicked stepchild of TV was watching. I dig that.
series - shows geared toward the female demoWhen the show exploded in popularity durgraphic - couldn't attract me if each series fea- ing the second season, my loyalty started to drop
• tured picture-in-picture footage of Maria Shara- off because everyone started talking about it. If it
pova blowing me kisses.
weren't for .A&E airing a marathon of the past
Don't get me wrong, I gave Desperate House- season this week, I wouldn't have the first clue
wives two or three tries, but I couldn't stomach it. about where the show ended up going. But it's a
• Add to that the new Geena Davis dud-in-waiting brilliant show and I prefer to devote my attention
Commander In Chief and I think I'm one series to only one at a time.
That'swhylcan'tpickuponLostorevennew
away from buying a subscription to Cosmopolitan.
shows that look cool - Invasion or Head Cases
Reality TV raised the bar for horrible - because I'm waiting for the next season of Tilt,
comedic situations because the shows that are which is Wildly underrated by the way.
supposed to be funny - Minding the Store, BeauI simply pray that there will come a time
• ty and the Geek - fall miserably short and only when TV blossoms into a new realm of creativiembarrass viewers, while shows meant to be ty. I yearn for the day that watching the tube will
serious - Extreme Makeover: Home Edition., The again make me feel intelligent.
·
Swan - are so full of comedy that they end up
In the meantime, I have a fresh coat of Behr
• embarrassing the human race.
premium satin calling iny name.
·
, So rarely do true reality gems come along. For
every Hogan Knows Best or Kathy Griffin: My Life
Ashley Bums can be reached at
editor@UCFnews.com
,,, on the D-List, there is toilet bowl fodder like
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.Breast Augmentation for as low as

$

a month*

•

www.orlandoplasticsurgerycenter.com

407-857-6261
Call today an.d
receive 1/2 off
·the consultation
fee mentioning
this ad.

•

Member

4>

AMERICAN SOCIE1Y OF
PLASTIC SURG~ONS

3872 Oakwater Cir.@ S. Orange Ave
* Based on credit approval and 48 mo. extended payment plan. Please visit www.carecredit.com for details.
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Meet with faculty and ·staff re.presenting UCF's
mor~

than 100 .master's, doctoral, specialist, and
certificate programs.

UNIVERSITY O F C ENTRAL FLORIDA
GRADUATE STUDIES

...
T

•

4:00 p . m~ - 7:0() p.. m., UCF Arena ·

A showcase of the University of. Central Florida's
div~rse graduate programs with representatives from
an colleges, many programs, Graduate Studies, .
feffowship$, student financial assistance, GEM
(Nafionat Consortium for Graduate Degre.es for
Minorities in Engineerin9 and Science), and manY.
other UOF service areas.

September 8, 2005 • (tutral :Jlorlba 1utur-e
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NISSAN

•
•
WELL EQUIPPED!
NOT STRIPPED!

· Nicely
Equipped

•

•
•
..

Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Player, Tiit Steering Wheel

Starting As Low As

+

FROM ONLY

•

$

•

•

•

A/C, AUTO, Power Steering,
Power Brakes, Power Windows,
CD PLAYER

Stk #5L596354
Stk #5L594151

•

AjC, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Keyless Entry, 4 Wheel Disc ABS Brakes
Cruise Control, Dual Exhaust, Remote Trunk Release

'

Model Code:42215

Stk #5C459876
Stk #5C460160

A/C, AM/FM, CD Player, Power Steering,
Power Brakes, 2.5 Liter Engine, Timing Chain,
Double Wish Bone Suspension

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brakes, Tiit Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels
FROM ONLY
>

Starting As Low As

,.,
Model Code:13255

+24-month closed-end lease with $2,699 total due at lease inception, which indudes: First payment of $149, security deposit of $0 and cash or trade equity of $2,550. All
advertised pricing does not include tax or tag. 12,000 miles per year, any overage will be $0.15 per mile. With approved credit to qualified buyers, 750 Beacon Credit Score
required. Severity of credit may affect down payment and APR. All bankruptcies must~ discharged. $500 college grad discount requires a2or 4year degree. Must be within
twelve months of graduating or within 2years after graduation to qualify. Financing must be through Nissan. ++All prices plus tax,tag and title. $500 college grad discount requires a
2or 4Y.ear degree. Must be within twelve months of graduating or within 2years after graduation to qualify. Financing must be through Nissan. All offers are not to be used in conjunction.
All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical errors. Dealer fee of $498.55 is included in advertised prices.

'

·TEST DRIVE~A MAZDA TODAY.

...............................................................................

.SALE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-9-Sat 9-S• Sun 11-6 ·
SERVICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 7-6-Sat 8-5

NISSAN

SALE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-9-Sun 11-6
SERVICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 7-6 -Sat 8-5

HWY 436 Between Colonlal a: University Blvd. Next to Claulc Nissan

1-SSS-NEW-NISSAN

1-800-639-7000

1-888-639-6477

11

I~ '4"'-3 •1£1 ::f4$.ii •

HWY 436 Between Colonlal & University Blvd. Next to Classic Mazda East

www.classicnissan.com

~

,+All prices plus tax, tag and title. All offers not to be used in conjunction. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical
e1Tors. Dealer fee of $498.55 is included in advertised price.
·

www.classicmazdaeast.com

mazca·
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Win puts
soccer on
right track
•
·once.•again

Knights
fans have
plenty to
.bedadgum
happy for

•

Early goals allow women
to pick up victory over UB

I

NATHAN POEKERT

THE ·EXTRA POINT

Senior Staff Writer

ANDY VASQUEZ

The UCFwomen's s soccer team has not had
the beginning that they were hoping for this season. The Knights went into their game on Monday
with a 1-2 record following a 2-0 shutout loss to Ole
Miss. Just like after th~ir loss to Pepperdine in the
season opener though. the Knights were able to
rebound the next game.
UCF began the season ranked No. 28 and
moved up to No. 27 following their 4-0 win last
week over UC Santa Barbara. After their loss to Ole
Miss, however, the Knights are now on the outside
looking in. UCF is now nationally unranked and
has dropped from No. 6 to No. 8 in the Southeast
Region rankings on.www.soccerbuzz.com.
This temporary setback, however, didn't faze
the Knights or stray them from their focus: It definitely showed in their 2-1 victory over the University of Buffalo on Monday. UCF played nearly flawless offense and defense with only -a minor mental
error in the last minute of the game.
UCF cam: off the blocks strong .a gainst the
Bulls. The Knights played like they had something
to prove and were it not for stellar goalkeeping
from Bulls keeper, Anna-Lesa Calvert, the game
could have easily been 4-1 or 5-1.
The Knights struck early in the game after
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Last Friday, as I got in the car
to head back to Orlando from
Columbia, S.C., I was feeling
pretty good. Well, apart from the
bulging disc in my back from
sleeping on the floor of a hotel
room for two·straight nights.
The reason I was feeling good
was because of UCF football.
Now, yes, I realize they lost the
game and I know they've now
lost 16 games in a row. I'd say
about 50 percent of Columbia
reminded ine how bad we "suck,
most notably the Gamecock fan
;rihe gas station on my way out
of town.
He said, and I quote, "Them
boys were ba~ically no better
than a high school team." To
which I responded, "And you
guys still almost lost, have fun
this year."
He then proceeded to let me
· know that the)r've "got Spurrier."
To which I responded, "Yeah that
new; high-profile coach we hired
last year really smoothed over all
the problems we had too."
. There are actually a whole
bunch, or as they would say in
South Carolina, a dadgum boat
load, of billboards that say things
like "We've got Spurrier, come
buy our tires.'.' Or, "we've got
Spurrier, and $10.99 unisex haircuts" and my personal favorite
'We've got Spurrier, drink dollar
beers on Wednesday nights." I
don't get it, but after watching the
Gamecocks one thing's for certain, the fans in Columbia are
going to need a lot of dollar beers
this season.
But I digress.
I was feeling good about UCF
football because it had every
opportunity to take a total beatdown by Spurrier and his "Cock
n' Fire" offense on Thursday
night, and it didn't.
The Gamecocks jumped all
over the Knights early and often
extending the lead to 17-3 at halftime. I wasn't so optimistic at
first, I found myself thinking
"How could this team say they
want to play in a bowl game
when they can't even contend
with a rebuilding team with a
new coach?"
J found myself sinking deeper
into my depression as the
Knights got things going in the
third quarter but failed to capitaliied and trailed 24-3 going into
the fourth quarter.
Then we saw something we
didn't see at all last year, the
Knights fighting in the fourth
quarter. They fought back and
had more than a decent opportunity to win the game, despite
trailing by 14 in the' final quarter.
This was encouraging, considering that the Knights spent most
.of the fourth quarter last season
hiding under the field at the CitrusBowL
Much to my surprise, when I
got back to Orlando I found a
number ofUCF fans discouraged
by the performance, and I found
myself asking why.
UCF was supposed to lose by
over 20 points and they almost
woµ the game. It's offense moved
the ball easily through one of the
toughest defenses it will see all
year long and the UCF players
stood up to the pressure of playing in front of nearly 100,000
people on national Tv.
The Knights didn't win. but it
was a step in the right direction
and anyone who doesn't get that
was paying more attention to the
tailgating than the football last
year, which is understandable.
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Andy Vasquez can ~e reached at
sports@UCFnyws.com
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.TWO ON 82

COURTESY UCf.SPORTS INFORMATION

Brandon Marshall and the Knights receiving corps had an encouraging showing at USC against what they believe is the best pass-defense they~lt see this year.

•

CATCHING LIGHTNING
REBECCA BARNETT I CENTRAL FLORIOA FUTURE

Jen Montgomery,rfght, fights for the ball in UCF's 2·1 victory over the
University of Buffalo on Monday afternoon at the UCF Soccer Complex.

Chemistry between quarterback and receivers
could take UCF to.uncharted waters
ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor ·

Sure the UCF offense got off to a slow start
l:;ist week at South Carolina, but who can
blame them?
·
80,000 fans were screan:iing
See what's
for them to mess up and milgoing
lions of people were watching
tl;ie Knights around the world
around
on ESPN, so naturally there
C-USA,
· were some nerves.
Page 84
It's the way that the Knights
responded
passing game
responded after the butterflies ascended from
their bellies that was the most impressive part
of last Thursday's loss to the Gamecocks.
As one member of the UCF defense said "It
was two stupid plays," that got the Kriights.off
to an unimaginably bad start to last Thursdays
game. Wi~ the Knights down 17-3 at halftime,
UCF went mto tite locker room knowing that
they ·could improve on their performance.
"(At first) I was like 'Oh no here we go
again," receiver Mike Walker said. "We got in
the locker room and we knew we could do
better than that. .. we worked too hard to be
down like that."
The Knights blame their struggles in the
first half on a combination of being overly
excited and the fact that it was the first game.
"To start off the game, I think I was just
more excited than anything." Quarterback
Steven Moffett said. "I was moving around too
fast. Coach (George O'Leary) kept telling me
to calm down, and when I calmed down I kind
of got in the groove."
PLEASE SEE

Former men's
standout Gary
Johnson signs
pro contract
Point guard to leave next
week for team in Ireland
ANDY VASQUEZ
. Sports Editor

COURTESY UCF SPORTS INFORMATION

Tight end Darcy Johnson will be one of Steven Moffett's many targets.

Moffett's key targets
•
•
•
•

Brandon Marshall: Senior WR- q-foot-4, 230 pounds
Mike Walker: Junior WR - 6-foot-2, 200 pounds ·
Rocky Ross: True freshman WR - 6-foot-2, 185 pounds
Darcy Johnson: Fifth year senior TE - 6-foot-5, 255 pounds

CONFIDENCE ON B2 .

"We worked too hard to be down like that."
- .- UCF RECEIVER MIKE W~LKER ON ('iE KNIGHTS 17-~ HALFTIME DEFICIT AT ~OUTH CAROLINA

Iflast year's regular season was a slight strug. gle for former UCF point guard Gary.Johnson,
then the post season was his coming out party.
The shifty Johnson, who had trouble shooting
the ball at times last year, led the Knights all the
way back to the NCAA Tournament for the second·y~ar in a row and then had the best game of
his life nearly leading the Knights past the
defending champion UConn Huskies.
Now the 22-year-old will be lea,ding a new
team in an environment that is nearly as dissimilar from Orlando as possible.
Late last month Johnson signed a professional
contract with the UCC Demons in Ireland, a
team based out of Cork City that plays in the Irish
SuperLeagtie.
Johnson is scheduled to leave Orlando and
report to the team next Wednesday, a prospect
that is exciting to him.
·
"The furthest from home I had ever been:
before is Central Florida,"said Johnson, who:
hails from Wc;i.yne, Mich., just outside of Detroit.
''.And now I'm going to be in Ireland in the next
couple of days."
For Johnson, the opportunity to play basketball for a living will not only provide him a
. chance to see new parts of the world, but it will
give him the opportunity to fulfill a lifelong
dream.
"I'm very excited," Johnson said on WednesPLEASE SEEJOHNSON ON

Bl ~ I

Johnson thankful

for lessons learned
·in his time at UCF
.
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Mike Walker, No. 11, moves behind Steven Moffett-and the offensive line during last Thursday's game at South Carolina. Walker and his teammates think they could have performed even better.

Confidence risirtg in.passing
FROM
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UCF receiver Brandon Marshall had a similar impression
"We saw a lot of different
defenses," Marshall said. ''.And
the things that we. saw the
coaches prepared us for, but its
kind· of tough when you're in
front of over 83,000 and it's the
first game of the season... We
adjusted well in the second
half."
The numbers tell the tale of
the Knights tuµiaround in the
passing game. In the first ·half
UCF struggled amassing only
69 passing yards.
Moffett was 7-of 14 with an
interception, while Marshall
only had 2 receptions for 35
yards and Walker only had two
receptions for 21 yards. Even in
the first half, before the
receivers go in a rhythm, UCF
receivers saw something the
don't remember seeing last
year.
"The first drive Steve came
in that huddle smiling," Marshall. said. ''.And we never saw
that last year. He came in there

and his eyes weren't big and he
was settled and he knew what
he was doing, it was just that
,we weren't in a rhythm."
The futility wouldn't last
long.
In the second half Moffett
came out of the locker room
looking like a different player.
He started the third quarter
with 10 consecutive completions, a career record, and the
junior quarterback seemed less
hurried dropping back into his
pass protection, which was
uncommon at best against
weaker competition last season.
Moffett finished 27-of-39 for
258 yards and a touchdown.
The touchdown pass, which
was caught by·Walker, came on
a pivotal UCF drive in the
fourth quarter and was
arguably the quarterback's best
placed pass of the night.
Against one of the best secondaries the Knights will see
all season long, Walker and
Marshall found themselves
open a whole lot. Marshall finished the game with 10 recep-

"We felt like we were a little
tions for 102 yards while Walker caught nine balls for 105 bit off," Moffett said. "We felt like
. in the first half we weren't quite
yards and a touchdown.
"Those (comerback's) they on the same page. We kind of
were really good,'' Walker said. count that as an off game, and
"Those were probably the best we're trying to have better games
corners I've ever playe~ next week and the week after."
" I feel that we could have
against."
"I'm going to have to say as done a lot more than that," Walka segment they were (the · er said. "Brandon and I feel we
best)," Marshall said. "Me and could have done a lot better than
Mike Walker, we kind of that."
The Knights have an open
looked at each other and said,
1 'We didn't know these guys
date this weekend, so they will
were that good. So its kind of spend the remainder of this week
surprising that we both had 100 and all of next week preparing
for their Sep.17 matchup with the
yards."
Moffett also spread the ball University of South Florida.
"We're kind of angry that we
around the field to his other
receivers as well. Tight end have to sit out," Marshall s~id.
Darcy Johnson caught three "You want to keep the season
passes for 19 yards, true fresh- going, keep it rolling so you can
man receiver Rocky Ross get in a rhytlun. .. We're just getcaught three passes for 13 yards ting good preparation for South
and receiver Brooks Turner Florida and everything's going to
had 21 yard catch in the fourth look good when we come out of
quarter that had nearly got the that tunnel on September 17th."
Knights back in the game.
· Despite the good numqers
the Knights put up they know
that they could have done better against the Gamecocks.

Two quick goals enough for victory
FROM
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Knights · midfielder Hanna'
Wilde drew two defenders to
her and then crossed the ball to
the wide-open Roberta Pelarigo
who put in her second goal of
the season at 2:53.
Only three minutes later,
junior midfielder Kate McCain
fed a ball through the defense to
forward Jessica Newport, who
remained onside but was still
able to blitz the defense and
score a breakaway goal in the
bottom right comer at 6:03.
The Knights would continue
their
offensive
pressure
throughout the first half, peppering shot after shofat Calvert.
"We really just came out and
played our game," Newport
REBECCA BARNffi I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
said. "[Kate] McCain fed me a Roberta Pelarigo is set to kick the ball in the first half of UCF's 2-1 victory over UB on Monday.
great ball and I got an easy goal
eliminate," Cromwell said.
from it. From then on, we really went out of play.
The close call brought new "Those are the types of misjust played aggressive and really tried to limit their offensive life into the Buffalo team as takes we made against Ole Miss
they continued to presstlre the which led to our loss then. The
opportunities."
UCF played convincing Knight_s defense. UCF, howev- • good news is that those misdefense in- the midfield er, didn't let up on its own take.s are easily correctable, but
throughout the first half. The offense as they were able to get we can't keep making them if
Bulls first shot didn't come until ' four shots on goal throughout we want to be successful this·
year."
30:00 of the first half; a s~aight the second half.
Around the 80:00 mark,
on shot from about 30 feet that
The goal for Buffalo came
Knights keeper Jennifer Manis Coach Cromwell began to sub following only its third shot on
in many of her freshmen and goal of the game. In the game
had no trouble handling.
Final stats following the first sophomore players. "I wanted · against Ole Miss, Manis faced
half had UCF outshooting Buf- to give my upperclassmen and only two shots on goal throughfalo 7-1. Shots on goal were 5-1 in veteran players rest for the FStJ out the game and both resulted
game,"· she said. "I have com- in goals. Coach Cromwell is
favor of the Knights.
"I think we really played well plete confidence in every play- still confident in the sophotoday,"
Coach
Amanda er on my team that they can go more though.
"I think Jen has done a great
Cromwell said. ''We had only a in there and make a difference
job so far,". she said. "I can't
few minor lapses and unfortu- in a game:'
Buffalo began to play sloppy remember her giving up any
nately one of those led to a goal
against us. But for 89 minutes of as UCF had fresh legs on the soft goals this, year so I can't
this game, we really played field. The game looked well in really fault her for anything.
hand for the Knights. With time Maybe the only things she
well."
The second half was a fury ticking Clown to the one-minute could work on woul4 be talking
of shots and offensive ·r ushes mark, however, the Knights let and communicating more with
from both teams. UCF received up just enough to give the Bulls the defense. But besides that,
she has been solid."
its first scare at 68:00 when a glimmer of hope.
Bulls midfielder Ashley·
The Knights continue their
Natalia Crofut broke free from
her defender with enough time 'Turner fed a ball into the box home-stand and played No. 14
to take a turnaround shot that which should have been easily FSU Wednesday afternoon.
took the defense and the trapped and cleared by the Results of that game were
Knights keeper, Manis, by sur- UCF defense. The ball was mis- 'Unavailable at press time. UCF
handled and fell at the feet of will then face UW-Milwaukee
prise.
Manis was not in position to Bulls forward Erica Mincher, on Friday at 7:00 p.m. They
make the save and watched who shot it past Manis for the then gear up for Loyola, MD. on
Sunday at 1:00 p.m. Games are
helplessly as the ball floated goal at 89:02.
t:'hose types of mistakes free for WCF students with a
above her head. Thankfully, the
shot rang off the crossbar and are the ones that we need to · valid stuci'ent ID.
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day, the day the signing was
announced in a press release
by UCF. "It's great to tell my
friends and family that I'm a
pro basketball player." ·
Johnson knows that if he
plays well overseas, it could
open up some opportunities
for liim back on this side of
the Atlantic.
"I know a couple of good
seasons over in Europe could
lead me to an NBA career,''
Johnson said. ''.Anything can
happen if I work hard."
Johnson said the Dragons
were among many teams that
had been looking at him all
yea,r long at UCF, but his performance against UConn
went a kmg way toward gettingthe former Knights guard
the job.
.. In that game Johnson had
led all scorers with 29 points
and hit seven three-pointers
as he spearheaded the
Knights fourth-quarter run,
which brought. UCF within
seven points of the defending
National Champions.
Last year Johnson hit 103
three-pointers on the season
and led the Golden Knights in
scoring with 13.6 per game. He
was also named the MVP of
the Atlantic Sun Championship.
Johnson becomes the third
former UCF player in the last
two years to sign a deal with a
professional team in Europe.
After the 2003-2004 season
Roberto Morentin (Spain)
and Dexter Lyons (Holland)
both played wit! teams overseas.
- Lyons and Johnson remain
good friends and talk every
week. According to Johnson
Lyons has passed along some
wisdom from his experience.
"He told me to stay humble
and play hard,'' Johnson said.
"Dexter knows what kind of

CFF ARCHIVE

Gary Johnson is headed to Ireland next
week to start his pro bask~tball career.

player I am and what kind of
person I am and he knows this
is something I have to experience for myself.
I really believe its going to
be a great experience," Johnson continued. Its going to be
different, I'm going to look
different than everybody else,
and everybody else is going to
look and sound different from
me, they're all going to be dif-· •
ferent. I really want to go over
there and embrace that differ•
ent culture."
,
As for his time at UCF,
Johnson is thankful for those
who gave him the opportunity
..
to develop into the player and
person that he has become.
"I'd like to thank UCF,"
"
Johnson said. "The coaching
staff and everyone that I've
come into contact with. My ti
teachers, other players, the
support system was great...
AndI'd just like to thank all of• ,
them for giving me the push - ·
start I needed to go on and .,, ei
play pro-ball."
·
Johnson continued, "It's '
greatly appreciated."
· - .,1
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Monday- Friday ANYTIME!
FOR YOU MATH MAJORS THAT'S JUST
OVER 17JBUCKS AFTER 2:00pm.
Offer Expires 9/30/2005
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Call_the Pro Shop_for tee times

407-384-6888
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Volleyball looking to end long.
. road trip with victory at BCC

INSIDE THE

NUMBERS
Join UCF Gold Team

• Knights are 13-0
all time versus
<> the Wildcats

Consecutive games the UCF
football team has lost, which
is the most in the nation.

ANDY JACOBSOHN
Contributing Writer

Coming back from' what
coach Meg Colado called "a
very positive" performance at
... the Diet Coke Classic last
weeJcend, the UCF volleyball
team heads to Daytona Beach
.,, to play Bethune-Cookman on
Friday night.
In Minnesota, UCF defeat. ed North Oakota State Univer.,. sity in the consolation match.
The win was the Golden
Knights' first of the season
and earned them third place in
• the four-team tournament.
If history holds true, UCF
{1-5) should have no problem
with BCC. The Knights are 13~ 0 against the Wildcats. This
will be only the second meeting in Daytona between the
, · teams, and the first since 1987.
UCF won that match in three
games.
These teams played a year
ago at the UCF Arena, where
the Knights dominated in
three games (30-24, 30-26, 30REBECCA BARNITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
17).
Katie Kohnen practices at the UCF Arena last week before the team's trip to Minnesota.
'
UCF isn't
complacent,
however. "History can some- ·~d we expect that they will ·a different technique on the
times give momentum," Cola- play well."
floor. "Leah is an athletic set" do said. "But it is a very small
The match will be the ter," Colado said. "Who has to
factor in the match."
Knights' last on a seven-game learn to set in a different style
Also in the Knights' favor road trip to open the season. than she is used to."
is their 36-4 record against FAU comes to Orlando op.
Freshman middle blocker
~ Mid-Eastern Atlantic ConferSept. 20 for UCF's home open- Jenny Heppert also has been
ence teams. But UCF lost to a er.
impressive. She had 10 kills
MEAC team-, Florida A&M, in
Through the first six against North Dakota State
the season opener.
matches, transfer student over the weekend. "She came
"
The Wildcats (0-6) fin- Leah
Alexander
has in and was unstoppable,"
ished last in a weekend tour- impressed her new coaches Colado said. 'We look forward
nament hosted by Florida and teammates.
to watching her develop
• Atlantic University in Boca
In the team's .first two throughout the season."
Raton, losing to Fairfield Uni- matches, she averaged 8.11
Co-captain Katie Kohnen
versity, Furman University assists per game. At Jack- was consistent over the weekandFAU.
sonville, she recorded 43 end, earning a spot on the all•
Despite BCC's struggles of assists.
toumament team. She had 21
BCC, UCF expects a tough
Early in the season, Alexan- digs against NDSU. "Kohnen
test. "They are an athletic der's setting position was did a fantastic job,'' Colado
bunch
of girls," Colado said. moved around to incorporate said.
.,.
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Do you love athletics? Areyou interested injoining one of the most prestigious
groups on campus? Are you looking for a way to network antl meet people
with similar interests? Interview for an opportunity to join a student organization that assists the UCF Athletic department in the recruiting process ofthe
nation's top student-athletes.
Come be a part of the fastest growing athletic program in the nation! Gain
knowledge and experience in Public Relations, Teamwo.rk, Communications,
and of course Athletics!
.;,

Points scored by the Knights in the
second half of their game vs.
South Carolina last week.
·!

Applications: Available at the Wayne Densch Sports Complex from 8am-Spm
Monday-Friday. Must be turnedin byWednesday September 14th by S:OOpm.
Interviews: September 15th and September 16th. You can sign up for an
interview at the Wayne Densch Sports Complex's MainOffice.
Questions: feel free to call407-823-5506

. GO KNIGHTS!
Points allowed by UCF football in
the second half of their game last
Thursday at Sauth Carolina.

and Race Book

. ·Who's hot
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Steven Moffet. The UCF quarterback
was 20-of-25 in the second half last
Thursday with one tou~hdown.
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Who1Soot
UCF's upcoming opponent USF. The
Bl)lls fell to Penn State 23-13 ~st
weekend in Pennsylvania.
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College Students Always Free

u corraing

(With Valid I.D.)

Women's soccer hosts UW. Milwaukee at 7 p.m. Friday at the
. UCF Soccer Complex and then
Loyola (Md.) at 7 p.m Sunday ...
Men's soccer hosts Stetson at 7
p.m. Tuesday ... Volleyball travels
to Daytona Beach tomorrow
evening to take on BethuneCookman at 7 p.m.

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)
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·ROOMMATE .reo TALKATIVE?
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ff your dorm room companion doesn't have an "'off" switch,

ge~ headphones from Newegg.com- the

online superstore with great prices and unbelievably fast shipping on thousands of tech products, from MP3
players and video games to PC components and notebooks. Enter for a chance to win a computer
and cool tech,gear. For sweepstakes entry, tule? and regulations, visit collegeclub.com/Newegg.

COMPONENTS

L ELECTRONICS
(

AROUND CONFERENCE·USA
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Tulane finds a way to play despite·tragedy
Tulane
In an unprecedented move,
Tulane University will spread its
student-athletes across five campuses in Louisiana and Texas this
fall to continue to represent the
Green Wave, as its home city of
New Orleans recovers from the
tragic devastation of Hurricane
Katrina.
The Tulane football team be
taking classes at Louisiana Tech
University in Ruston, La, while
four other teams - men's basketball, women's swimming and
diving, women's volleyball and
women's soccer - will attend
Texas A&M University in College Station, TX. The Gr~en
MARK WEBER I ASSOCIATED PRESS
Wave baseball and.women!s basMemphis'
Maurice
Avery,
right,
fightS
for
a
pass
during
Monday's
10-6
loss to Mississippi.
ketball squads will make their
homes in Lubbock, Texas, under
the hospitality of Texas Tech , opener against No. 3 Tennessee. Houston
University, while Conference · UAB held the Volunteers scoreOregon's offense was simply
USA schools Rice and SMU be less in the second half and gave too much for Houston to handle
hosting the Tulane men's and themalatescarebeforefalling17- in its season opener at Reliant
women's tennis (Rice) and men's 10 in Knqxville, Tenn.
Stadium in Houston last Saturand women's golf (SMU) proWith Tennessee clinging to a day.
grams, respectively. Tulane's· seven-point lead, UAB was at the
Oregon quarterback Kellt:n
cross country teams will not run Volunteers' 11-yard line with less Clemens threw for 348 yards and
this fall
than four minutes on the clock; two touchdowns in the Ducks'
The new hosts of Tulane's however, they failed to convert 38-24 win over Houston.
student-athletes will provide on fourth down and the Vols took Clemens also had the key play of
them with enrollment, housing over and ran out the clock.
the game, a 43-yard scramble that
and meal services. Students will
UAB quarterback Darrell set up the go-ahead score for
be admitted to school under the Hackney had a .solid perform- , Oregon.
tuition and enrollment agree- ance for the Blazers as he was 27The Cougars had the lead 21ment worked out by Tulane Pres- . of-38 for 282 yards with one inter- 17 at ha,lftime and was solid
ident Scott Cowen last week, ceptiori. He is now in 10th place defensively, allowing only one
allowing Tulane students to on C-USA's all-time passing touchdown,buttheDucksstayed
attend one of hundreds 6f yards list, moving ahead of for- close with three field goals.
schools that are members of nine mer Tulane and current Buffalo • Oregon kicker Paul Martinez
leading higher education associa-: Bills quarterback J.P. Losman.
hit two more field goals in the
The Knights will travel to second half to tie the school
ti.ons.
The UCF football team will Birmingham, Ala, to face UAB record of five field goals in one
host the Green Wave for a C- on Nov. 12.
game.
USAsPJ1teston0ct22attheCitThe Blazers return to action
Houston's defense, which was
rus BOwl
on Saturday on the road again, acceptable early on, came apart
when they will face in-state rival in th~ second half, as they finTroy, the school formerly known ished the game allowing a total of
Memphis
554 yards of offense. Clemens
The season got off to a bad as 'froy State.
UAB:
10
was
30-of-47 with no intercepstart for the Tigers as they not
Tennessee: 17
tions and 72 yards rushing.
only lost to Ole Miss on Monday
Houston quarterback Kevin
evening, but lost their starting
Kolb threw for 312 yards and two
quarterback for the season as Marshall
The Thundering Herd got touchdowns, including 70-yard
well
Dn only the third play from their season off to fast start with and 62-yard touchdown passes,
scrimmage for the Tigers, quar- a win over Division I-AA power but he also threw two intercepterback Patrick Byrne broke both William & Mary Thursday night tions.
The Cougars will make their
his right tibia and fibula He had at Joan C. Edwards Stadium,
way to Orlando on Nov. 5 to take
surgery on Tuesday afternoon home ofthe Herd
The 36-24 victory got the on the Knights in UCFs Homeand will be out for the remainder
Coach
Mark Snyder era at Mar- coming game.
of the season.
Houston returns to the field
The injury forced redshirt shall offto an exciting start, as the
freshman quarterback Will Hud- game was close throughout and on Saturday night against Sam
gens into action for the first time Marshall managed to pull away ·HoustQn State.
in his careei: Hudgens struggled only in the fourth quarter.
Running back Ahmad Brad- Tulsa
to find a rhythm for most of the
shaw
led the way for the Herd as
The Golden Hurricanes haq
game. He was 15 of 28 in passing
he
scored
a
rushing
touchdown
no
answer for the Minnesota
with two interceptions and no
and a receiving touchdown and running game as they fell to the
touchdowns.
In the final minutes Hudgens amassed 145 total yards. His Golden Gophers on Thursday
led the Tigers down the field, giv- receiving tou&down was the night in Tulsa, Okla
Gophers running back Lauing them a legitimate chance to highlight of the game, as he took
score and take the lead However, the ball 52 yards into the end zone rence Maroney rushed for a
the redshirt quarterback threw for his second score of the game career-high 203 yards, while
Gary Russell added two late
an interception on the goal line in late in the first half.
William & Mary put together touchdown runs as Minnesota
the final minute which clinched
a run in the second halfbut could pounded Tulsa 41-10.
the game for Mississippi
not
overcome the Herd's
Maroney wasted no time getStandout running back DeAnting his record breaking day startgelo Williams was kept in check defense.
UCF will host the Thunder- ed as he took a handoff on the
by the Ole Miss defense as he ran
ing
Herd on Sept 24 at the Citrus first play ofscrimmage and raced
for only 85 yards on 24 carries.
The Knights will face Mem- Bowl in the Knights' opening down the right sideline for a 63game in C-USA
yard touchdown run. ·
phis Oct 8 at the Citrus Bowl
Marshall
will
host
Kansas
Then, as the first quarter was
Mississippi: 10
State
at
10:30
a.m.
this
Saturday.
winding
down; Maroney took
Memphis:6
The game can be se.e n live the ball·on the first play of the
nationally on ESPN2.
drive again and exploded down
University of Alabama
William
&
Mary:
24
the
right side, through the middle
(Binningham)
Marshall:36
and to, the left sideline again for a
The Blazers nearly pulled a
72-yard touchdown, which gave
massive upset in their season

a

him 159 yards on only eight carries before the first quarter had
evenended
The game was never close as
the Gophers led 24-3 at halftime.
Things don't get any easier for
the Golden Hurricanes as they
will face an angry Oklahoma
squad this Saturday; the same
Oklahoma team that was
shocked by unranked TCU last
weekend
·

Minnesota:41
Tulsa:lO
Lou Holtz may be gone from
the sidelines of college football,
but his son Skip Holtz is carrying
on the family name with pride at
Eastern Carolina University.
Holtz was victorious in his
head coaching debut Saturday, as
the Pirates beat Duke 24-21 at
ECU. ;
Holtz came to ECU to turn
around a program that has been
in decline since the Pirates blew a
30-point halftime lead to lose to
Marshall 64-61 in the 2001
GMAC Bowl
ECU quarterback James
Pinkney ran for two touchdowns
and threw for one, while the ECU
defense forced four turnovers to
help the Pirates earn the victory.
Duke cut the ECU lead to 2421 early in the fourth quarter, but
got no closet: ECU's Pierre Parker had the game-clinching inter- .
ception for ECU with 1:16
remaining. .
UCF squares off against ECU
on Oct 29 in Greenville, N.C.
The Pirates return to action
on Sep. 17 when they travel to
take on Wake Forest

Duke:21
ECU:24
Southern Methodist University
In a sloppy game that featured
a blocked punt, a blocked field
goal, a fumbled kickoff and two
interceptions by Baylor quarterback Shawn Bell, Southern
Methodist University gave Baylor all it could handle Saturday
night. But in the end, the Bears
were too much in the fourth
quarter for the Mustangs.
SMU fell to Baylor 28-23 in
Dallas, despite leading fot most
of the game.
Baylor overcame a slow start
and took the lead midway
through the fourth qUfUter with a
goal line run to make it 21-14.
After a dropped Baylor punt
resulted in only a SMU field goal,
the Bears drove the ball down the
field 80 yards and scored again
with a touchdown run to make .
the score 28-17.
.
SMU'answered with a touchdown ofits own, but it was too little, too late as the Mustangs failed
to make the extra point to pull
within a field goal
The Bears beat SMU by abandoning the passing game for the
ground game. They rushed for
215 total yards on 45 total carries,
with 29 of those carries coming
in the second half.
SMU returns to the field this
Saturday to host a hot TCU team,
which upset No. 5 Oklahoma last
weekend on the road

Baylor:28
SMU:23
- FROM STAFF AND WIRE REPORTS

Singles Challenge League
•Meet new people at your
ski// level
•Exciting play & prizes
•Professionally organized

SIGN UP ONLINE

$30.00 for
eight weeks
http://ucf.challengemastertennis.c0m
Or call 352-376-8250

11 Required 21+
- FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY

.live

Entertainment
Call for Info

• i,

WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic Night

g

•Surfboards
•Womens' Swimwear
·Guys & t ~irls Clothing

Karaoke
SUNDAY

Blues Jam. 5 - 9 u.m.

---No cover--SMOKERS WELCOME
.

CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & Ii Colonial)

... .,
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THURSDAYS
~
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Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
? Fake ID?
Disorderly Con duc t ·
. . ?
Drug Possession? Underage Drinking..
YOU HAVE OPTIONS...
I CAN HELP

East Carolina University

ATIENTION TENNIS PLAYERS!!

•Sunglasses
•·Boardshort s
.-skate boards

Rough Weekend?

FREE CONSULTATION
Principal Office in Orlando

RICHARD

E.

HORNSBY,

P.A.

'

CRIMINAL 0EFENSE ATTORNEY

(407) 540-1551 or Toll Free (866) 540-1551

www.orlandocriminallaw.com
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based
solely upon advertisements, Before you decide, ask me to send you
free written information about my qualifications ·and experiences,

£arn up ta
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while you finish your college degree

Looking for a financial boost to complete your college
degree. Let the Baccalaureate Degree Completion
Program help lead the way!
How Do You Qualify?
• Be aUS citizen
·Be at least 18 but not more than 29
before degree completion
• Meet Navy physical standards
·Have acumulative grade point average (GPA) of at least 2.7 on a4.0 scale
• Be enrolled in aregionally accredited
four-year college or university
• Have at least 45 semester hours of
accredited college or university credit
completed
Far Mare Information Call:

NAVY 1-800-342-8123
OFFICER PROGRAMS

E-mail: lpt_jax@cnrc.navy.mil

When Selected
• Receive about $2000 per
month in pay end benefits
• Benefits.include free
medical,dental,and life
insurance
·Complete your degree as
soon as possible
• Maintain a2.7 GPA or higher
and report your grades to
Navy Recruiting after completing each semester or
quarter
·Complete requirements
for abachelors's degree
according to apreviously
approved degree completion
plan
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UCF's Art Department faculty is comprised of some of the best artists in the nation.
F~r one special show a year, they get to show the campus' young art fans just how it's done.

•
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TODAY-SUNDAY

M~!~nn~r~!~angin'wfth

Mr. Cooper and general funnyman

brings his Richard Pryor-inspired
brand of comedy to the Orlando
lmprov.321-281-8000
0

TOMORROW

· Dave Matthews
·.Tribute Band

Doesn't a band have to be dead
in order to pay tribute to them?
Apparently not, as The Social hosts
the Dave Matthews Tribute Band
with guest John Frank. Because real
DMB tickets are way too expensive.
407-246-1419

· °' '

CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Astudent exami11es professor E. Brady Robinson's photography work"Silhouette Series." The latest exhibit at UCF's art gallery is an exhibition of artwork from faculty members of UCF's Art Department.

ettin

TOMORROW-SATURDAY

Rock the

•) ~·: universe

•
Not just the house, the whole
- . universe. Wow.That's a tall order, but
: · if anyone call pull it off, it's Christian
• rock groups. Over a dozen bands like
~ Jars of Clay and speakers spread out •
' · over two days at Universal Studios.
~ . 407-363-8000

• : :TOMORROW-SATURDAY .

::Niaht of Joy

~at's this? Two competing

•·

~ : Christian music mega-shows in one

·weekend? Don't make me choose!

~'. More than 19groups like MercyMe

• : descend on the Magic Kingdom for
two nights offun and faith! 407-W,. DISNEY

~' ~

{.

; .TOMORROW-SUNDAY
? ::

Disney On Ice

The lncredibles was a pretty fantastic film, but it sorely lacked figure
skating. No more, now that Disney
~ • On Ice Presents The lncredibles in a
~ · Magi~ Kingdom Adventure comes to
the TD Waterhouse Centre.407-8492020
•:

~ . ~. SATURDAY

: House of Punk
The House of Blues at Down. town Disney gets lively with punk

6

perfonnances by All Against Authori-'. ty,Libyan Hit Squad, Thee Obscene
: •and The New Threat. Oi oi! 407-934BLUE

, :SATURDAY

~

· Junkie Rush

Alocal band that infuseselements of Latin, rockand world music,
Junkie Rush hasto be heard to be
believed. Also playing with special
guest lsentninjas. Playing at The
Social.407-246-1419

Movies

,,.

WEEKEND RELEASES

,.

Exordsmof
Emily Rose

"'

Apparently Hollywood didn't
learn its lesson last year with bad
movies based on fake exorcism, so
they've decided to try again, this
time based on"real" events.

The Man

,..

Samuel L.Jackson continues to
go for the record of"Most movies
ever made by anybody ever," while
Eugene Levy plays the nebbish nerd
who gets bossed around by him.
Hijinks ensue.

DVD RELEASE
FOR WEEK OF SEPT. 13

Ben-Hur 4-disc
deluxe set

Ewww. Isn't Ben-Hur an old
movie?Yes,and it's great! William
Wyler's epic starring Charleton
"Damn Dirty Apes" Heston gets theuber-speciql treatment with afour
disc set.Includes the silent 1925 version.

""
""

. ....
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JENNIFER SCHEFFNER
Contributing Writer

T

here is much more to being an artist than wearing paintsplattered jeans or sporting an unconventional hair-do. Years
of effort, dedication and toil to one's craft must be invested
in order for one to be considered a true artist.
Or at least that's what some people say.
But if that is indeed the case, UCF trU.ly has a wealth of artis-

tic talent. In recognition of the individuals who make the campus a more cultured place, the UCF art gallery is currently f~a,

turing an exhibition devoted solely to the works of professors in
the art department. The exhibit not only highlights different
artistic mediums, but the different people who work with them.
'

"This is an exciting exhibit that allows the students to get to know
their professors through the art," Art Department Director Theo Lotz
said.
And if the professors are even half as diverse as their art, UCF's art
department is a veritable kaleidoscope of artistic mediums.
Entering the gallery, visitors find themselves face-to-face with a giant
suspended sculpture made almost entirely out of plastic soda bottle, constructed by Cocoa Beach campus art professor Jason Burrell.
It's name? "Untitled," presumably because there's no better description for it.
.
· Beyond the floating plastic spectre is a myriad of paintings, sculptures, phqtographs and artistic visions.
Walter Gaudnek, one of the department's most prominent artistic talents, has three works featured - a trio of pop-art paintings featuring
two veiled Muslim women, Osama bin Laden and Adolf Hitler.
Naturally, the works have caused a stir.
"Som~one I know just called me and said my painting with the two

CHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Student file past professor Hadi Abbas' sculpture "Sita," one of the professor's several works on display..
The faculty exhibit features art in a wide variety of media, including paintings, sculptures and photos.

vei.1€.d women insulted all Muslims," Gaudnek said.
According to Gaudnek the intention is to call attention to cultural differences between Muslim women and Western women. The inclusion of
bin Laden and Hitler was just to raise the awareness of the piece.
"But of coll.rse, I can't say my exhibit is about the differences between
Muslim and Western women and expect people to get excited. I didn't
PLEASE SEE

MIX ON B6

"This is an exciting exhibit that allows the student~ to get to know
their professors through the art." -THEO LOTZ, ART DEPARTMENT DIRECTOR

No mythical spark to·cure the monotony of dead-end·dating
Last week I fourid closure.
This week I gained confusion.
Imagine that Gaining perspective on a relationship leaves you·
emotionally coTifused The
moment you move on, you're
drained of all emotion when it
come$ to a new relationship.
The tltlng I forgot about closure is that it leaves you on an
emotionless plat~au, rather than

the island of emotion you have
been floating on for an eternity.
So what happens when emotions stop? Not only do the emo- .
tions seem to.halt, but the·motivation to find them again seems
to slip away. Who really wants to
go on dead-end date after deadend date? I certainly don't. So
how do you spark a flame?
Hint You don' There are no

NOT JUST SEX
DANADELAPI
Newsroom Manager

magical love twigs that, when

him up on his offer to go for din-

rubbed together, create a fire on
this plateau. And the harder you
look for them, the more mythical
they become.
A week ago I met a new guy.
He's cute, sweet, nice, kind everything J am always saying I
want' and complaining that I
never get. Well here's my chance
to finally have it, right? So I talc!f

ner and drinks.
So I meet this Mr. Wondelful
and what hi:tppens? Notltlng.
There is no spark There are no
butterflies in the pit of my stomach as'I get ready to m eet' him. I
tried to feel sometltlng, but,
nope, nothing.
PLEASE SEE

DON'T ON B7

'

REVIEWS

Transporter,.Thunder
both just dumb fun
Lousy effects mar the overall experience
Take, for example, when
Martin
must remove a bomb
Staff Writer
from beneath his car. ConveTechnically, the summer niently located in a dockyard,
movie season came to a close he ramps up, rolls the car over,
on Aug. 31, meaning that it offi- clips the device off with a
cially capped off with The hook hanging from a crane
Constant Gardener. However, and lands while the blast takes
after a Lahor Day double-fea- place behind him.
As much eye-rollitig as it
, ture of Transporter 2 and A
Sound of Thunder, an exten- elicits, the flick never attempts
to be taken seriously and as a
sion may be in order.
In Transporter 2, Fr-ank result, Transporter 2 is more
Martin (Jason Statham) is in entertaining than it has any
Miami, temping as a chauffeur right to be.
A Sound of Thunder takes
for the son of a wealthy family.
A doctor's appointment place in 2055, when the techresults in a kidnapping, after nology of.time travel is used to
which Martin vows to recover provide the rich with opportunities to hunt
the Child and
dinosaurs,
uncover the
Trqnsporter 2
done under
plot behind
strict precauthe abductions
to
tion.
Director: Louis Leterrier
no
en~ure
Following
Stars: Jason Statham, Alessandro
repercusthe homeGassman, Kate Nauta ·
sions.
video success
Now Showing
On
one
of 2002's The
such
hunt
1ransport~r,
ASound ofThunder
something
this sequel
indeed goes
takes the first
awry, resultand
film
Director: Peter Hyams
ing in cataamplifies
Stars: Edward Burns, Catherine
clysmic
everything,
McCormack, Ben Kingsley
changes to
including
Now Showing
the future. It
both
its
is up to Dr.
strengths and
Travis Ryer (Edward Burns) to
weaknesses.
Every fight scene is out- figure out what went wrong
standing, once again choreo- and fix it before it's too late.
. Based on Ray Bradbury's
,graphed by Corey Yuen, especially when Martin dispatches classic short story, Thunder
several henchmen with a fire faced a tumultuous produchose. The car chases are more tion, followed by an oftelaborate, but not as impres- delayed release date, a very
bad omen. Thunder turns out
sive as their predecessors.
Statham still brings a stoic to be a surprisingly enjoyable
·
charisma to his role, and the sci-fl movie.
Burns does his traditional
film moves at a decent clip
over its 88-minute running . stoicism (though not nearly as
well as Statham), and Sir Ben
time.
However, the dialogue is ~t Kingsley hams it up wondertimes t.inbelievably corny and fully as the dishonest CEO of
weak delivery only adds insult Time Safari.
However, the one flaw both
to injury. Over-the-top stunts
occur often, sometimes· to
PLEASE SEE DUMB ON B7
laughable proportions.
WILLIAM GOSS

***•.

***•.

PHOTOS COURTESY JODY CUnER

Aselection of works presented in the faculty art exhibition - "Gentle Scone" by Ryan Burkhart, above,"The Retreat" by Rebecca
Sittler, above right, "Jamalama Jar" by Rob Reedy.The exhibit runs until Sept. 30 in the Visual Arts Building art gallery.

Mix of mediums help make art show.worth seeing
FROM

BS

really mean to provoke anyone, it just happened that way."
Not all the works are politically
char~e4. Some,' like assistant professor
Sc;oft Hall's mixed-media sculpture of an
Etch A Sketch embedded in a Silicon
Graphics hard drive, are downright amusing.
'
Another professor, David Haxton,
whose photography is featured, has sold
his work in New York. He uses an elaborate stage setup with dramatic effects, such
as contrasting white space with splashes of
color.
Great photography works are included.
Professors Jagdish Chavda, Rebecca Sittler
and Tom Brewer each have photographs
. presented.

Potte,ry works are represented as well.
The shows aren't just to showcase proSeveral works done by professor HaCli fessors' existing works. It also serves as an
Abbas include ceramic plates as well as opportunity to try something different.
small, working oil lamps which feature · · "My two pieces in this show are much
more colorful and larger than my usual
intricate detail.
There are also less traditional works, works,'' Carla Poindexter, who has two
using objects not usually associated with paintings featured, said.
The bright, active paintings which
"art.".Jody Cutler who uses an old basketball hoop as a medium in one ofher pieces. show a cacophony of familiar and yet
The unusual work never fails to draw stu- unrecognizable creatures are the type of ·
dent attention;
painting that catch the eye.
"Basically, I'm creating a parallel uni"I do work with found objects all my
life," Cutler said. "And I do have kind of a verse with my own characters and interacpersonal relationship with basketball."
tions," Poindexter said.
The UCF Art Department Faculty ExhiCu.t ler welcomes the opportunity to
display her work since she is usually bition featuring the works of 22 different
unable to present students her work.
faculty members is located in the art
"I actuaJ.ly teach art history, so students gallery in the Visual Arts Building, which
don't see my work the same as the other is open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. every weekworks,'' Cutler said.
day. The exhibit runs through Sept. 30.

CrlSfeos·
AND

SUCH

Last year, you knew Crispers as the quick, delicious alternative
to fast food. You went for garden fresh gourmet recipe salads
instead of pitiful pizza. You glommed on to hearty stacked
sandwiches with plenty of fresh fixings, and passed
on the substandard subs.
Well, this year, Crispers is the place for lunch AND dinner...
with a NEW menu of HOT entree items that'll
really tickle your fancy. (If you've ever had your
fancy tickled, you ·know how exci~ing it can be)..
.
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Old favorites
'
We're talking about our new Big BIG baked potato ... plenty tO eat.

a ridiculously large potato, covered with
all kinds of yummy stuff... pot roast,
Tex Mex chicken, and more. Plus there's
a variety of flat breads with toppings
that are great as a snack or a complete meal.

Plus, you'll SAVE $2 on any
menu item you order over $4.99.
Use these coupons, and discover
what good eating is all about.

Then, we've got new HOT toasted sandwiches;
which includes the best Reuben you've ever tasted, probably.
Ofcourse, you'll still enjoy our garden fresh gourmet salads,
hearty stacked sandwiches, wr~ps, soups,
gumbos, chowders, and, for
I
the occasional splurge, a selection
I
of desserts, sundaes, milk shakes,
I
smoothies, and other frozen treats.
SAVE $2 off any single
I
That's what Crispers is all about! .
menu item priced over_$4.99 \ \ ?./.:\~
including our,new sel~ction
' ~~· ..
436. & UNIVERSITY
of HOT entree
'~·
... •3 ~- · • ·..:
391 SOUTH .SEMORAN BLVD.
items.
WINTER PARK
~
I
ph ( 407) 6 73-41 00
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ONE OFFER PER COUPON.
ONE COUPON PE'R VISIT. EXPIRES 9-25-05
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MON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM
FRI.SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM ' SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM
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Purchase any menu item
over $4.99 and receive
one of our cool,
delkious Smoothies. FREE!
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ONE OFFER PER COUPON.
ONE COUPON PER VISIT. EXPIRES 9-25-05
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Orlando's Hottest College
and Hospitality Night

KARLA REYES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Would-be poets, lyridsts, singers and people who just want to express themselves line up during Downtown Vibe night at the AKA lounge.

• $5 All You Can Drink
for Hospitality
Employees
• $10A11 You Can
Ddtlklor eoHege
Students

Poets catch Dowiltown Vibe
on Aug. 28, she recited it as if
she herself was afilicted (which
who has been writing poetry she's not), making the poem
since the age of 10, is also more emotionally charged:
known as "Blu." On Aug. 28 she ''AIDS murdered me .. ; I'm lyrirecited a poem she wrote enti- cally pissed ... I'm going to keep
tled "Catching Feelings:""... if talking until Dr. Martin Luther
KARLA REYES
this is love, you can keep it .. ~ I King hears my dream ... See I
Contributing Writer
can't speak it. Hard to conceive regret to inform you that AIDS
don't hate or discriminate on
Poets and performers inter- but love not made for me:'
Bad relationships spawned no black or white face ... It's
ested in a venue for their work
been left up to me to drop this
can check out Downtown Vibe "Catching Feelings."
'"Catching Feelings' is about knowledge to every being in
at AKA Lounge on Sunday
having feelings and they go my vicinity hoping everybody
nights.
"We want to give Orlando away or the person you love can learn from my poetry."
Shayann Matkin, 22, is
poets, singers and musicians goes away," Blu said. "No matthe platform to showcase their ter what the expectation is, it another poet who actually
prefers to sing. Aug. 28 was her
talents," Cassandra Exantus, still causes hurt."
But Blu insists she's not bit- first time getting up on stage
-vice president and founder of
E.D.J. Marketing and Event ter. "My life inspires .my and she sang "Ready for Love"
~.
by India. Arie, receiving a good
Planning, said. "If they get poems," Blu said.
On Sept. 4, she recited "But- response from the crowd.
enough love from the audience
On Sept. 4 she sang "Fallin"
we will hire them to _perform terfly," an uplifting poem influenced by a man she felt never by Alicia Keys, receiving a
and build their careers."
Chaudrian is 9ne such per- pursued his goals because life's tepid response from the erowcl
"I'm a natural talent but I'm
former who attended and sang stresses brought hi.rt1 down.
on open mic and "everyone
In "Butterfly" she said: "... still learning," Matkin said.
used to love her soulful vbice," sometimes you have fo swe.at "This audience is small enough .
Exantus said, so they hired her. to appreciate the breeze ... to be intimate but large enough
Chaudrian entertains the we've had enemies since to practice my artistry."
Chaudrian agrees with the
crowd by singing "old goodies" before the days of genesis so I
such as ''Who Can I Run To?" would push a little harder and audience helping to craft her as
by Escape or current pop hits stay on point in the face of my a performer.
"I am glorified church persuch as "Don't Cha" by Pussy- nemesis ... if a plate was ·this
cat Dolls. After she sings a few philosophy I would eat on it; a son but this has made me into a
songs,,a spoken word portion drum I would beat on it; ifI was performer," Chaudrian saicl
An average night for Downcommences with the host call- Lil' Jon I would skeet skeet on
it."
town Vibe, ·w hich has a $7
ing up whomever signed up.
Nothing is censored on the cover charge, is about 150 peoAfter listening to four or five
poets, it's clear to see their pri- stage - sex, love or politics. ple.
One attendee of the event,
mary muses - love and heart- Poets and performers alike
govern their choice of lyrics.
Shemeka Plamer, doesn't enjoy
break dominate.
Devion Johnson,· also' the poetry as much as the perFor Kewan Lewis, his poem
"Breakabul" reflects his past known as "Devine,'' recited a formances.
"The poetry doesn't get me
ext>eriences and his desire to poem influenced by a friend's
mom who died of AIDS.
going, especially poems having
help people.
"I did some research on the to do with love," Plamer saicl "I
"Heartbreaks are inevitable
but maybe by reciting my Internet and found out we are mainly come because I enjoy
the singing. I like it because it's
poem people wcin't have to feel our own enemy,'' Devine said.
When she go( up on stage live and it's real"
. like I felt when I wrote it,'.'

Lyricists express
themselves at the
AKA Lounge

Lewis said.

J~londa Blackmon, a regular

a

·Dumb films a fun way to close summer
FROM B6

films suffer from is painfµlly
poor special effects. In Transporter, the obviously fake airborne work only adds to the
film's camp value.
Thunder's biggest hurdle
was non-existent finances,
which very much shows. A
Sound of Thunder contains
effects which could qualify for

the Special Olympics, the
'highlight' being a pair of characters walking along a street.
The sequence reminds the
audience of the 'rear-projection' methods of the '30s and
'40s, only worse. The actors
don't even seem to be walking
as much as shifting their,
weight from foot to foot.
Still, after all the difficulties,
A Sound ofThunder is nowhere

i) .

Don't try too
hard with
emotions
FROM

,.

85

That's the annoying part:
the harder you try, the less you ·
feel You can't create emotions.
Nor can you conjure a connection that just isn't there. Sure
this guy was great - we
laughed, talked about movies
and politics - but ultimately I
found myself peaking at my
watch and yawning as the time
edged toward 11 p.m.
I have to wonder what happened to the strong adrenaline
rush I felt with past crushes?
Here's where I thank closure
for making me a stale piece of
bread - the massive amount
of energy it took to get closure
makes me adrenaline-free for ·
at least a month.
The only thing you can do
is wait out the aftermath,
which is never fun. And it's
especially not fun for the newbies you meet along the way.
So where does that leave
Mr. Wonderful who's done
nothing wrong? Sadly, it leaves
him on the sideline in my
game oflove.
Hard as he tries he'll never
be able to light my fire.
Dana Delapi can be~ached at
newsroom@UCFfJfVS.com

so... Y.OV come

~here o.fk

near as bad as' it threatened to
be and the result i,s a strangely
satisfying B-movie.
While they may not be
Oscar bait, Transporter 2 and A
Sound ofThunder deliver matinee-worthy fare that sends off
the summer movie season
with a bang. At the very least,
they send it off in better fashion than The Constant Gardener.

Bring proof of ~raployment or
yq,ur co1fege ID and you've
scored unlimited drinks until .
1am! Plus boo~ your VIP table
now - bottles o Bang! Vodka
are only $100!

.

....
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OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLA'CE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 am. -5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

AD RATES

5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue
PAYMENT METHODS

First issue:
Each addl issue:

(407) 447-4SSS • classifieds@UCFnews.com

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-96~-6520 x 107.

Now hiring professiot1al caregivers, who love childret1
aHd Heed flexible hours. We especially Heed caregivers
for September 2, at1~ weeket1ds ht October for group childret1's
eveHts. Call-1-07-828-0920 ext. 0 for it1terview.

BEST PART-TIME
]OB IN ORLANDO

"JNR AdJustment Company has available
positions for immediate hiring. We are
lool$ing for er:iergetic, self-motivated
individuals in the collections and claims
lnaustry. The positiori is based on hourly
rate together with commission structure.
We will train, experience is a plus. Email
resume to: scott@jnrflorida.com or fax
to: 407-207-5633, for a personal
interview.
TAX INSTRUCTOR
Exper. teacher or preparer needed for 8
week evening tax class. Starts late Sept
Conv. location in East Orlando. Send
resume to LibertyTaxOrlando@fdn.com
or call 407-380-0880.
Looking for responsible, mature, and
strong Individual to do unskilled labor.
Primarily yard and handywork. Very
flexible hours and con·sistent work, $8/hr.
Start ASAP. Close to UCF.
Call 913-908-8185 or email
rebeccaduke01@hotmail.com.
Courtesy/Security Officer positions
available for 2nd & 3rd shifts. Licenses
and school costs reimbursed. Great Pay
and Benefits. Lake Buena Vista area.
Good Transportation a must. .Fax
inquiries to 407-658-6103
After school p/u and child pare needed
for 2 kids ages 7 and 8. East Brook elem.
in WP. 3-5 days per week. 3 hrs/day.
F pref. Lise. resp. driver. Ref. please.
Call anytime at 407-733-8232.

DO ExTRAORDINARY THI.NGS••••

Call for an interview at one of
our two convenient locations:

Orlando: 407-243-9400
Winter Park: 407-.673-9700
www.DialAmerica.com/Orlando

Become part of the Levy Team!
Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team
members to join our family of passionate restaurateurs at our Downtown Disn.ey® locations!

Office Supply Company Seeking High
En~rgy Self Motivated Sales Team.
$50/account. Flexible Hrs.
Contact Meredith @ 407-281-9901
Immediate opening for full, part time,
and on call team members. Work in
nearby Winter Park in a spectacular
country club setting. We need
individuals with positive attitudes and
professional demeanors to be banquet
servers, bartenders, servers, and
server assistants, outside services and
ground staff. We offer competitive
salary and benefits include: free meals,
tuition reimbursement, complimentary
monday golf, and full-time health
benefits.
Interlachen Country Club
2245 Interlachen Court
Winter Park, FL 32792
phone :407-657-0850
fax: 407-657-5037 ·
cnaples@interlachenccfl.com
Famous Phrls Cheesesteaks looking for
cashiers and kitchen help. Apply at
University and Goldenrod (Unigold
shopping plaza) or call 484-686-5678.

FULTON'S CRAB HOUSE

•Servers
•Host Staff

Nanny needed for one child. 20 hrs/wk.
Good $$. Must love kids. Preferably
Education Major.
Call Sam@ 407-228-6699

WOLFGANG PUCK CAFE

•Servers
•Host Staff
•Line Cooks

SAUCY BELLA Now Hiring cook~;,
servers, food runners and cashiers.
We're looking for high energy,
aggressive individuals to help launch our
new location. at 1700 W. Sand Lake Rd.
Ste. D-124. 407-857-1141

PORTOBELLO YACHT CLUB

•Servers
•Lead Host/ess

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in Orlando.
100% FREE to join.
click on Surveys.

- APPLY IN PERSON DAILY·
Restaurants located in Downtown Disney
l-4, exit 68.

Tropical Smoothie Cafe is looking for
energetic and outgoing people.
Flexible hours. Apply in person.
433 N. Mills Ave. inside the YMCA

RECREATION AIDES,
LIFEGUARDS, SWIM
INSTRUCTORS, ATHLETIC
ASSISTANTS AND
COUNTER SERVICE
ATTENDANTS NEEDED!
The City of Oviedo Parks and Recreation Department has available positions in all of the above categories.
Must be 18 or older. (Lifeguards must
be certified in CPR and Lifeguard .
Training; Instructors must be certified
in CPR arid WSI.) We offer acompetitive wage and flexible schedule to
work around classes. Free access to
City facilities (gymnasium, fitness
room, aquatk facilities, tennis, racquetball and basketball courts). To
apply, visit www.cityofoviedo.net
and click on City Jobs, or apply in
person to Human Resources at City
Hall, 400 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo, FL

32765.
Women ages 21-30 you can help make
a miracle happen! Egg donors needed
to help women who are waiting to
become moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909
Movie extras earn up to $200 per
day. All looks needed. No experience
required. Call 800-644-8149.
Do you know anyone who works in the
auxiliary dept or gift shop in a U.S.
hospital? If so would you like to make
some money and help others at the
same time? Call 913-90.8-8185 or email
rebeccaduke01@hotmaij.com.

STUDENT

HELPWANTED

$8
SS

$5

$16
s10

s3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
·Ad options, upgrades, and additional discounts available
·Economic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
• Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs
•Classified ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover
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ALTERNATIVE SALES GIG
No Boss. No Timesheets. No dresscode.
. visit www.RightBrainTerrain.com
click on "STUDENTS" for info.

Jason's Deli is now hiring delivery drivers
to start at $7/hr plus tips!
We are willing to work around your busy
sched. & other jobs! Flex. shifts avail:
Mon-Fri. 10 am to 4 pm. Delivery drivers
must be 18 yrs or older, own car, have
valid drivers license, up to date
insurances and a good driving record.
No exp. needed! Tell a friend and apply
in person at Jason's Deli, 303
E. Altamonte Dr, #1350. 407-830-0699.
If you ar~ a morning person, are clean
cut, friendly, hard working with a great
attitude and need a good job, apply
inside the Cingular bldg,
12150 Research Pkwy at Nature's Table
Cafe. 6 and 7:30 a.m. shifts available.
Apply M-F 2-5. Ask for Camille

t?R~AT
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PAY., 1

Nli,AZI~§' TRAV~L
THE PERl=ECT COLLEGE ~OB
Information &Training Seminars
Sept. 11
sept. 16

Orlando, FL
Tallahassee, FL

877 725 0705
DJ?E;AM001lS@B!61?ADSTUt:>i:;NTT~AVGL.COM

Medical Sales- Be a part of one of the 50
Fastest Growing companies in Silicon
Valley. The ideal candidate is a College
Sf;)nior seeking a career in Medical
Equipment Sales. The position is a parttime field salesperson developing
relationships be.tween doctors of various
specialties in Orlando, Gainesville, and
Ocala. The position pays $10/hour plus
gas and cell allowance plus lucrative
performance bonuses. If you are a
motivated self-starter that wants to give
your career a Jump Start, email your
cover letter and resume to
mdenker@arthrocare.com.

I

TAX PREPARER, FREE TAX CLASS
Earn extra income after taking course.
Flex. sched, conv. loc. in East Orlando.
Register now! Courses start in Sept.
Send contact info to
LibertyTaxOrlando@fdn.com or call
407-380-0880. Liberty Tax Service.
Small fee for books.

Clean cut, dependable vehicle. PT/FT
Average $400 weekly. 407-423-1055
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.•
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plusl
***www.dogdayafternoon.net***
Call 407-628-3844.
Local Apopka Co needs internet data
research and entry person. Must have
own computer and be able to use Excel
and Outlook. Up to $7.50/Hr. Call
321-439-8977.
Widow In Winter Springs needs F help
with chlldren ages 15, 12 and 5 b/w
2 and 6 p.m. Mon-Fri. Flex. sched.
$10/hr. Call 407-359-7211.
Local Apopka Co. needs telephone sales
rep to set business-to-business appts
following promotional mailouts. $8.00/Hr
plus commission. Call 321-439~8977.

Part-Time Nanny
to help mother w/ after school activities
and homework for three children ages
1-6. Early education, speech or a
communication major is a BIG plus- Love
of working with children is a must. Hrsweekday afternoons, some night hrs, flex.
wendygaylor@bellsouth.net or
407-895-4647
Mystery Shoppers get paid to shop.
Earn up to $150 per.day. Exp. not
required. Call 800-690-1273.

NOW HIRING
Experienced Waitress &: Hostess

l)

Please call cell# or

come in to apply

646-919-9177
15 Alafaya Woods Blvd.• Suite #107 • Oviedo, FL 32765

.
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A chance for UCF students
to meet with over 100
EMPLOYERS
to discuss career and employment
opportunities.
A list of employers is posted in on our website: .
http://www.ere.ucf.edu

PROFESSIONAL
.ATTIRE
REQUIRED

UCF

For more information about this
event, contact Career Services &
Experiential Leaming .a t:
Student Resource Center
Building 7F, Room 185
407-823-2361

csel@mail.ucf.edu

10:00 AM • 3:00 PM
"

Spon$ored by Career Services & Experiential Learning
f._

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
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HELP WANTED:
Im;,
~General

Im;, FOR RENT:
Facility operations technician for large
residential apartment complexes In the
Lake .Buena Vista area. Permanent, Frr.
Excellent pay/benefits.
Fax response to (407) 658-6103

Life is calling. :)-[om jar tPill you gor
"

C ome out and join rec ruiter anJ forn1cr volunteer,
· Ke.ith West and fin d out how your education an<l
skills can be used to help ot11crs:

•

General Information .J\lleeting
:H abitat fo r '] fo11ia11ity
1925 Cfraylor "Blvd, Orlando
September r 2 - 6 p.m.

•

Q

Front Desk Assistant needed for ,apt.
complex in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time,
great pay and benefits. Fax resume or
inquiry to 407-938-9057

'

General fn;Jormation -.Jl -ieeting
Student 'R,gsoiirce Center (''Bldg.
. Septeniher r4 - 5:_.30 p.m.

DO YOU WANT CONTROL
Of Your Life. Fire Your Boss.
Stop Climbing The Corporate
· Ladder. 888-283-5603
www.choose2bhappy.com

7~)

PE.A.CE CORPS - www,peacecorps,.gov".'860.424.8580
Delivery drivers needed. Good pay plus
tips, must be motivated, know the area
and able to work 25 hours per week.
Apply within @ Goodfellas Pizza
Corner of Alafaya/50 (Publix Plaza)

•

3/2 SFH w/ screened patio, all
appliances included off Dean Rd.
Call Legacy Real Estate Group at .
407-275-9595

Customer Service Reps PT
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Blllngual a plus: Must be able.to type
at ample speed. Located near
Orlando Intl. Airport. Flexible
schedule + great pay. AM/PM
positions avallable. Call Jon
@ 407-243-6150 ext 2168
or e-mail: jnleves@gosafco.com

•

, Camp Counselors for after school
program in Winter Springs. Experiencea,
Fnergetic and enthusiastic 407-696-0113
Babysitter needed for twins + 1 in
Apopka. Tues!Thurs 8am-5pm, $7/hr.
•N/S, own transportation, childcare exp..
A.S.A.P. Call 407-814-8449 I

.PfT nanny needed. 2 - 3 days per week,
varied. Start immed. Call 407-306-7718
or 407-325-6651.

1 ROOMMATE WANTED
to .share great home; mir:i. from UCF.
Lake, yard, Internet, private room.
All incl. $475. Call Jeff, UCF grad
407-737-6690 & seer photos online:
www.thinkcybis.com/room
1 Room for Rent in 4/2 Lake front home.
$450/mo. Includes full utilities, fully
furnished. Located in Casselberry (15
min•away). Contact Matthew
310-525·0064 or quadrun16@aol.com
. Grad/Undergrad, f.:11F Student
wanted for furnished BDRM in 3
bdrm home on lake, 6 mlns from
UCF. '$ 500/mo Incl. utll, n/s, no pets,
sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
407-832-8160 or 239-461-5101 or
239-633-9400.
Furnished room, nice home near UCF.
Female preferred, nonsmoker, no pets
$450/month & share utilities.
Call 407·277-7080

UCF high speed Internet, satelllte tv
$400 a month utilities Included Call
· 407-729·9846 or 954-736-6405
Room For Rent- Male in 312 home
10 min fr UCF campus. Cl9se to VCC
too, fenced back yard, cable/
roadrunner/ wireless, 2 car garage.
w/d, $425 + 1/4 utll. 407-521.·5563
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our
avail rentals at Www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407·629·6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty

Selling cystomer service representative
needed for local insurance agency.
Bilingual a plus. 440 or 220 license
preferred, but will help prepare for
licensing if needed. Fax resumes to:
John @ 407-277-3682

Prr telephone sales/customer service
position. Must have excellent phone
skills, customer service skills and basic
computer knowledge . . Flex schedule
$8/HR. Contact Pam (407) 971-4339 or
pam@daysol.com

F student looking for 2 F roommates t<;>
share a 4/3 house. 1 bdrm furnished w/
bed, nightstand & desk. 1 unfurnished ·
bdrm. Great location: behind UCF. Nice,
quiet neighborhood. Ample bdrms w/
walk-in closets. N/S, N/P. New w/d to
share. $500 per month incl. utilities. ·
ASAP. Contact Natalia at (407) 782-2375
or naty1984@yahoo.com

3/2 house 2 rooms avail. near

10:30-:po M-F Lunch Dertvery Driver
· w/in a 5 mile radius of downtown area
must be reliable, has own transportation
(good part time money) 407-425-7814

Christian Preschool Teachers for
afternoons M-F (2:30-5:30) NEEDED for
Union Park Christian School,
10301 E. Colonial Dr., If you _love
children and the Lord, call 407-282-0551

F, quiet, clean n/smoker needed for furn.
private bed/bath. 15 min from U,CF. No
pets. 550/month all incl. Lease optional.
Call Jennifer 407-366-3537

Ovi.e do-2bed/2bath condo minutes to
, UCF 1,000sf 1st fl. Carpet. No pets
$825/mo Joe@Russell Properties
407-339-2233x501 by appt. only.

Barn Help Wanted
Responsible and Reliable
Some experience w/ horses
Good Pay Call 407·489·7657

•

Only $350/mo. util. incl. No leasing. Two
rooms for rent in 3/2 home. 1O rnin west
of UCF w/ sat. & internet. pref. N/S male
18-24 Cqhtact Luke asap. 407 ·568-1462

Do you love candles?
Need extra cash? For more Info
about selllng gold canyon candles
Call Kim at 407-977-0159

'

For more info contac t Kei th at 800.424.8580, option l , ext.
234 7 3 or kwcst@p cacecorps.gov.

•·
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Part-Time Jobs are available
through Career Services &
Experiential Learning.
For more information visit:
www.csel.ucf.edu
SCI-Fl CITY NEEDS UBER NERD
for Part-Time sales position.
.Must love comics or games.
Call 407-282-2292 or visit the store
at 6006 E. Colonial Dr.
Billion $$$ Company Expands into
. Florida With New Energy Drink! Part-time
reps needed. www.fuelgoodenergy.com
or 904-980-9212.

Waterford Lakes 3/2/2 Home For Rent
Great location (1/2 mile from Waterford
Shopping Center) in Crystal Bay
subdivision off Mark Twain Blvd and
Alafaya. Built in 1998 w/ alarm system,
access to comm pool and recreation.
Huge master bdrm w/ his and hers sinks,
walk-in closets, pets ok, great neighbors.
Avail Sept 30th. $1395/mo. Call to
schedule appointment at 407-509-3030
or email me at luckyroll2@aol.com.
1 Room f<;>r rent - Share bathroom,
kitchen, & living room. $350/mo incl. util.
10 minutes to SCC ..11 minutes to UCF,
Oviedo area. Call Pat 407-792-9595

2/2 Condo close to 408 & downtown.
$1100/mo incl water, cable, most
electric. Call owner 321-662-6611 .
FREE RENT (no bllls at all) In upscale
College Park • In exchange 20hrs/wk
child care. Private studio, flexible
hours. exc ref req. Female students
only. Call Melinda at 407-423-2021
or 407-694-1045

LSAT

higher
test scores·
guaranteed

GMAT

GRE
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PSAT .
SAT

or your money back**

ACT*

Attend all required classes or 11'.ak&up sessions, complete all scheduted tests, an~ do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score, you can choos'e to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition :"* It's that simple.

LS.AT: Classes Starting 10/8/05 & 10/15/05
GMAT: Clas'ses Starting 9/18/05 & 1.0 /20/05
·GRE: Classes Starting 9/17/05 & 10/5/05
MCAT: Classes Starting 10/5/05 .

•

Rooms In new house. Fully furn,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female only. All utll Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.
SUBLEASE AT DISCOUNTED RATEl!I
M or F needed for bd & be In 4/2.
$455/mo Incl all utll, ether.net, w/d,
shuttle & free parking permit.
Call 407-538-9655
Room for rent in 3 br I 2 bth house.
Fenced in yard. Pets allowed .
Call {407) 716 - 0713
for more information.

• Test namei are registered trademarks of 'heir respective owners.

**To be e ligible for this offer, you must be enrolled i n Kaplan' s
full classroom, tutoring, or onllne courses. In addition. you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course mat erials wit hin 9 0 days.

1 ·BOO·KAP·TEST
kaptest.com

,'

ACROSS
1. Bibliog. term
5 . Bounded
section
9. Peculiar
12. Wise guys?
13. Ship's wheel
14. XIII x IV
15. Place to cool
pies
16. House covering, for
short?
18. Metrical feet,
in verse
20. Amount
before taxes
21. Begin the
beguine
23. Last wrapper
25. Retired ring
king
26. Pale
28. Parroted
2

3

32.
34.
36.
37.
39 .
40.
42.
44.
47.
49.
51.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59 .

Fireplace ledge
Mutter
·
Hence
Chinese
dynasty
It's a breeze
Spoil
Big game
hunters?
Once more
Trouser fabric
Old car, for
short?
Tiny particle
Sidekick
Smidgen
Infamous
Roman
Porking lot?
Meter man? \
Primo garden

DOWN
1 . Middle of summer

4

6

7

Heather Glen

Apartments
1 & 2 Bedrooms

ASK ABOUT
OUR SPECIALS!
407-657-0011
2. Food fish
11 .
3. Cloud cover·17.
ing, for short?
19.
4 . fragrant flower ·
5. "Pequod" skip- 21 .
per
6. Burger topper
7. Windy City
trains
8 . Chihuahua
chum
9. Mishmash ·
10. Rackets
10

8

24. Religious
song
27. Big rig
....
29. Tending to •
drive too ;~
fast, for
"
short?
30. Gusto
31. Remote
rooms?
33. Japanese
portal
35. Jamaican •
export
38. Provoke
1
41. Unfasten
43. Lacking
sense
44. Serpents
45. Bug that ,
bugs
46. Confederate
48. Miami
team
50. Animalexhibit
park
52. Natural
resource

11

15 .

25
32
36

49
54
57

·

227'5. Orlando Ave., 1st Floor
Winter Park, FL 32789

Spacious Bdrms located in Rybolt's
Preserve. 1.5 miles from campus.· Reg
bdrm $500/mo includes utilities, $600 for
master. For more info. contact Jack @
954•812-1101.

AContracted General
Agency for

Harris Springer
Independent Agent
Representing:

Pad
Reverie
Cook's
creation
Woman of

distinction
22. With wings

12

Room for rent furnished or unfurnished,
new home, Lk Underhill & Rouse, 4/2,
gated community, pool, jac. No smoking,
drugs, pets. $450 includes
rent/water/elec. Garage Privilege.
321-246-1314 LoveOrlandoFL@aol.com

Insurance Consultants
of Central Florida

Blue Cross
Blue Shield

of Florida

Fax (407) 740-8786

(407) 740-5337 Ext. 209

email: harris@iccf.us ·website: www.iccf.us

AVALON PARK
AVALON LAKES
Upscale 2 Story-Home
Built 9/05--2900SQUFT.
Ready by Oct. 2005
5 BRs, 4 Full Baths
Luxurious Master $700.-1 Huge Studio BR with
Bath/Superloft $900.-BR (Priv. Bath) $525.-BR (Shared Bath)$450
High Sp.lnt./All Appl.
For Profess.Group or
Students/Joint Lease
Call For Perfect Match
Anette: 407-716-0848
SKI LAKE HOUSE- 4 MILES TO UCF
Ski, wakeboard, jetski, beach volleyball.
Big 5/2.5 FURNISHED house w/heated
pool. 2 Houseniates wanted- $800/mo +
1/3 utilities each. 407-6,73-5600
2 rooms avail in 4/2 home 2 mins from
UCF/Dean Rd area. Huge back porch
overlooking pond. $425/mo + 1/4 util . .
Avail now. Call Justin (407) 489-8127
Female roommate a.s.a.p. Organized,
friendly, non smoker, fully furnished
bedroom in 4/2.5 house, 3 min from
UCF. $425 + split utilities. Includes
internet. Call Anne Marie 954-854-0553
Room w/ Bath for Rent
Roommate wanted for 1 bed/1 bath in
family home. Preferably ages 20-25, NO
PETS, NO SMOKING Short/Long term
Lease available. Please contact
Charlene@ 407-721-4513
Available Immediately!!!!
Room avail. 3/2 furnished house, garage,
W/D, cable, internet, near UCF, VCC,
417 & 408, $400/mo + util. Call.Brian at
321-S44-6003 or beachant@hotmail.com

Female Roommates Wanted
3/1 UCF area home. $275/mo. Furnished.
Call 407-273-9045 or 407-497-2638
· Multiples rooms for rent!
Responsible roommates needed.
Corner of Lake Underhill and 436.
$500/mo, all utilities included.
Call Andrew at 321-432-3720
2 ROOMS FOR RENT
Females only. Brand new 4/2 home 5
mins away from UCF. $500/mo incl all
util, w/d, garage w/ remote, community
pool. Maria 407-977-7098 or
407-461-8197.
Room for rent in 2 bedroom, 2 bath
townhouse less than a mile from
campus. $425 incl. utii. Call Jerrod at
321-544-5225.

Apartment' available in 4/2 in Pegasus .
Pointe.Females only. Living room and
balcony. 1 Month Free. $470/month.
407-566-.8 244
Looking for F to share 3/3 in Pegasus
Landing. 1 BR w( private bath. Avail
ASAP. No move-in! $535/Mo includes
util. Call Meagan@ 386·679-8324
Male roommate needed for sublease in
4/2.5 @ University House Alafaya close
to UCF. Sept rent-free, then $465/Mo
includes all utilities. Free shuttle to UCF.
Call D.J. 352-408-1829.
111 Apartment available, 703 sq. ft. plus
screened patio. On the top floor. 625/mo.
incl. water. Interested persons call
407-675-6685 & leave a message
between 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

1998. VW Cabrio Black on black 156,000
. miles. Cold A/C. Well maintained.
$3995 call 407·230-2464 or
tmason99@hotmail.com
Hondas from $500!
Police. Impounds ! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings ~ · ·
800-749-8116 ext V502

UCF Area Homes For Sale
Call for free list of homes in the UCF
area. We specialize in finding UCF
students their first home, for fre~.
UCF alumni Nick Phillips/Mqrk
Falsetto KW Realty 407-810-7622
WRENWOOD CONDOMINIU,MS
1, 2 and 3-bedroom condos. ,e;Oncrete
Block Construction, single story.
Conversion property, major renovation
inside & out. Priced from the $120's.
6 miles to UCF. 407-657-9604 or
ghomes@cfl.rr.com

Any Condition, Fire Damaged,
Divorce , Estate Sale, Moving,
Foreclosure, Bankruptcy, Jail,
Behind in Payments-OK!
(386) 2.95-8893.

I

.zt

DEBT-FREE FUNDING
Cash advance for your pending lawsuit.1
Sell your payments for structured
settlements, business notes, receivables.,
private mortgages, and other income
streams. Call today! (407)281-7841
www.pegasusfinancing.com

www.beerpost13r.net
www.beerposter.net
www.beerposter.net
Solid oak waterbed set w/bookcase
headboard and 5 drawer chest. Queen
size free flow mattress & heater.
Asking $220. Call 407-353-0280.

CYPRESS BEND/GATED
Classy-2004/2-Story
2800 Living SOFT.
4BR·3& 1/2 Baths
Master/400SQFT
For Profess. ~roup or
Students/Joint Lease
Com.Pool-HS-Internet
High Sp.lntern./All Appl.
$1795. plus Utilities.
Ariette-407-716-0848
Add. Home nearby
avail.in Regal Park
Huge Master avail. $650.-·
Leon : 407-334-6658

Original Unique Gifts as low as 99 cents!
Fantasy/Sci-Fi and Ninja Art Posters, Art
Wear: Rapper Hats, Sports Pillows,
Bracelets, Purses.
www.Harrlngton-Artwerkes.com

Coldplay Tickets For Sale
Wed, September 14th @
Ford Amphitheater, Tampa. 3 seats
for sale In Sec 303, $65 each OBO.
Call 321·626-4749.
Pillowtop Mattress Sets
Brand New Orthopedics. Never used Still in factory plastic. Twin Sets $90, Full
Sets $1 00, Queen Sets $135. Can
Deliver! Call Philip @ (407) 846-8822
Quality Wholesale Bedding
Two brand new black futon chairs .
with black and silver end tables,
$150.00. Sony Hi-Fi Stereo VCR,
$50. Must sell! Call 407-709-5098.

World Leader In Test Prep
and Admissions

KAPLAN.

Chemical Symbols

.Ashington Park close to UCF. 2 Females
for master bedroom w/private bath $575
or smaller room for $525 incl. utll. Call
954-732-5214 after 6 p.m .

Roommate wanted. 3/2 Waterford Lakes
home. Phone, cable, utilities included.No
pets. $GOO/month. Contact Ryan
@ 407-384-6.109 or 407-694-8986

•

HEATHER GLEN CROSSWORD

~Roommates

Avalon Park
Timber Creek
Upscale 2 Story-Home
Just built In July 05
5 BRs, 3 full Baths
Luxurious Master $500.-Reg. BRs $375 + Utll.
High Sp.lntern./All Appl.
3 Rooms Left ($375)
For Profess.Group or
Students to Join in
Anette: 407-716-0848
Add. Big Homes avall.~arby
. Leon : 407-334-66~

1999 Nissan Sentra GXE Special Edition
AC,' AT, Power Windows, Cruise Control
Airbags, 93000 miles, $4,300 obo
Contact 407·882· 1407 or 407-482·0817

~00 POLICE IMPOUNDS Cars from
$5001Tax Repos, US Marshall and IRS
sales! Cars, Trucks, SUV's, Toyota's,
Honda's, Chevy's and morel For Listings
Call (800)571-0225 Ext C373. ~"

UCF Sutokukan Martial Arts Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense
On campus for over 20 years and still
growing!!! Co-Ed Beginner's classes now
forming ... NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! Classes are M 6-8 PM &
W 6-8:00 PM in Student Resource
Center Auditorium (SRCA) For more info,
call Andteas at 407-257-0306 or see http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-butoucf/index.htm.
Open House, Wed 8/31 &
Wed 9f7 @ 7:00 PM

Spring Break 2006 with Student
Travel Services to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas and Florida. Are you
connected? Sell Trips, Earn Cash & ·
'travel Freel Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.
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Top Quality Meat & Produce Everyday!

Assorted
Pork
Sirloin
Chops

Red
Globe
Grapes

·super· Si.ze.
Package·
:S-8 lbs ~

.

Sweet
·Red ·Bell
Peppers

Sanderson
Farms
Whole
Fryers

88
Tide
Laundry

ea.
Deterg~~t

100 oz. Liquid, Select Var1et1es

Miller
High life

ea.

TomhStone
Original Pizza

t8-23 oz., Select Varieties

Acme
Simply Soft
Bath Tissue

24-pk., 12 oz. Cans

2-Ply Premium,
12 Double Roll
or 24 Regular Roll

ea.

<J

OCOEE : • ' '

~.

E. Silm St~~ 'R.i.'.'
•'· (4~71".S~8.:_1041 . ~
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RAIN CHECK: We strive to have on ha.nd sufficient stock.°f a<;'vertised merchandise. If for any reason we are out of stock, a Rain gieck will be issued enabling you to buy the iter\j at the advertised price ~soon as it becomes available. Savings may vary. Check price ta~ for details. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Please, No Sales to Dealers.
AVAILABILITY: Each of these advertised items 1s required be readily available for sale at or below the advertised price in e;.ich Albertsons store except spec1flcally noted in this ad. © 2005 Extre • Inc. Super Saver and the Super Saver logo are trademark~1>wned by or licensed by Extreme Inc. All RlghtsJReserved.
,
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